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VISTARA EDITORIAL

A STAR-STUDDED AFFAIR
The Vistara story adds a new chapter this month as
we soar ahead in Indian skies with our confidence
bolstered by the ever-increasing number of travellers
who are choosing to Fly the New Feeling.
Last month, Vistara impressed with its stellar
performance among Indian carriers. With the
love and faith that our customers bestowed on us
over the last year, our passenger load grew from
74 per cent in September 2016 to 94 per cent in
2017, according to the latest report published by
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation. We also
clocked the lowest instances of complaints and
cancellations by passengers. Continuing to be the
airline that promises to do its best to have you reach
where you want to be in time, Vistara’s On-Time
Performance in the report was the best among fullservice carriers.

will soon foray into international territory and the
Vistara family is busy prepping with full fervour
to make the experience as seamless for you as
we have done in domestic skies. We have built a
robust network of 19 interline airline partners to
ensure that you are well connected to all the major
international destinations, and we are working to
make it even bigger.
With this, our promise is to deliver exceptional
service and a slew of products and services to make
your travel experience unforgettable. Our corporate
flyer programme is gaining traction among
business travellers as we make travel for work more
convenient and rewarding for them. Vistara also
recently launched Vistara Getaways – a one-stopshop for customisable holiday packages across air,
hotel and car rentals.

All this, with a modest growth of 37 per cent in our
fleet of aircraft and a 23 per cent growth in our
network in terms of destinations served. Speaking
of growth in fleet, we welcomed the third A320neo
in Vistara’s fleet in September 2017. The Vistara Neo
series is not just another neo in the country, and
comes with mood lighting to go with the myriad
sensations you experience during your Vistara flight,
more plush seating that you will love sinking into
and ambient music to complete the surreal feeling.

Representing the fine brand we have grown into is
a fine lady, one of the most popular and graceful
personalities of modern day India, Deepika Padukone,
who adorns the cover of the Vistara inflight
magazine this month. As we unveil Vistara’s latest
brand campaign in December, Deepika embodies
the stage of Vistara’s journey as a young airline –
signifying strength, confidence and ambition, as we
are set poised for greater things including the launch
of our international operations in 2018.

As is the word on the streets (and skies!), Vistara

Happy reading!
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“This is a
fantastic time
to be entering
the business
world, because
business is
going to change
more in the
next 10 years
than it has in
the last 50”
- Bill Gates
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facebook.com/
AirVistara

@airvistara

Scan this QR code from your
smart phone to visit our app

VISTARA EXPERIENCE

THE SOCIAL

BUZZ

The ‘new feeling’ has spread its wings
in the social media and the Twitterati
can’t stop talking about Vistara

ANSWERS OF THE AVIATION QUIZ - NOVEMBER ISSUE
Answer 1
To avoid food poisoning
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Answer 2
Hong Kong - Taiwan

Answer 3
Queensland and Northern Territories Air Service

Answer 4
1.5 litres

Answer 5
Chicago O’Hare’s International Airport

PERSPECTIVE

POTPOURRI

A collage of happenings from the world of travel, entertainment,
technology and current affairs

Planet of the Apes
A new species of orangutan has been discovered
in the remote jungles of Indonesia. The species
is being called Tapanuli orangutan and numbers
only about 800 in total, which makes it the most
endangered great ape in the world. Previously,
only two species of orangutans were known—the
Bornean orangutan and Sumatran orangutan.
This new third species lives in North Sumatra,
but is genetically and behaviorally distinct from
the other two species. WWF has identified the
Batang Toru landscape as one of its priority
landscapes for species conservation.

ON RECORD

Electric
communication
will never be a
substitute for the
face of someone
who with their
soul encourages
another person
to be brave and
true
-Charles Dickens,
Author

ICONIC

LEGO Taj Mahal
The Denmark-based toy manufacturer, LEGO,
known for manufacturing toy sets consisting of
interlocking plastic bricks, recently re-launched a
5,923-piece kit of the Taj Mahal, one of the largest
ever, priced at $369.99 (`24,000 approximately).
First launched in 2008, the LEGO Taj Mahal set
was the largest kit at the time, however, it was
discontinued in 2010.
The new build will be an update of the previous
one, and contain one extra brick. Once you put
all the pieces together, the structure will be 16
inches high and 20 inches wide. The toy set mirror
intricate details of the actual structure in Agra,
including its facades, minarets and the dome and
has been designed by some of the best builders in
the field. The product expected to hit the Indian
market in December 2017.

Life Beyond Earth
NASA scientists have discovered more than 20 planets beyond the
solar system with Kepler telescope data, which could have life. Some
of these newly discovered planets resemble the Earth. In many of
them the year cycles are similar to ours. This avoids the problem of
'short' years, which are often unfavourable to other planets. Their
temperatures also look similar to ours.
The most promising for life on these planets looks KOI-7923.0. The
year there is 395 dkr. The size of the planet is 97 per cent of Earth's, but
it is a little cooler because it is farther from its star, and it is not that
hot. The difference, however, is not huge and means that the warmer
parts of the planet resemble the cold on Earth.
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PERSPECTIVE

IN NUMBERS

MOVIES THIS MONTH

Mercedes-Benz

Tiger Zinda Hai

1885

Benz Patent
Motorwagen
This is the

9th

film where Salman Khan
and Katrina Kaif have
worked together
The film has been
directed by

1935

Ali Abbas
Zafar

170
LIMOUSINE
4T

1961
W110

A sequel to the 2012 hit Bollywood flick Ek Tha Tiger which
featured Salman Khan and Katrina Kaif in lead roles, Tiger Zinda
Hai will pick up eight years after the events of the first film. At
the end of Ek Tha Tiger, the two lead spies of rival countries (India
and Pakistan), Tiger (Salman) and Zoya (Katrina), disappear in
order to be together. Eight years later their respective countries
found out about there location and tracked them down, not to
punish them but with a special request. The spy couple are called
into action for an impossible rescue mission in a foreign land to
battle an international terrorist organisation.

The film is directed by

Rian
Johnson

who also directed
Sultan (2016)
and
Gunday (2014)

The film is set to be
released on

December
22, 2017

Star Wars: The Last Jedi

who also directed the
2012 sci-fi film

2013
Vision GT

Looper
This is the

8th

episode of the Star
Wars saga
films
The film is set to hit
the theatres on
The Vision GT of Mercedes was
featured in the recently released
Hollywood film Justice League.
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December
15, 2017

Having taken her first steps into the Jedi world in Star Wars: The
Force Awakens (2015), Rey joins Luke Skywalker on an adventure
with Leia, Finn, and Poe that unlocks more mysteries of the Force
and secrets of the past. The film stars Mark Hamill, Carrie Fisher,
Adam Driver, Daisy Ridley, John Boyega, Oscar Isaac, Andy Serkis
and Anthony Daniels among others.
Release dates are subject to change

PERSPECTIVE

On My Kindle
Former Indian diplomat Rajiv
Dogra tells you how the
arbitrary line that Mortimer
Durand drew in 1893 has had an
adverse impact in the region
1. What made you write about the
arbitrary line that Mortimer Durand
drew in 1893?
My enquiry started
while I was writing
my previous book
Where Borders
Bleed. To my horror,
I found that a million
people were killed
and over 15 million
turned refugees in
1947 because of an
arbitrary decision. Sadly, throughout
the 19th century, the British attacked
Afghanistan to finally divide it in 1893
in what can only be called the greatest
crime of that century.
2. In your book, you blame the British
for the terrorism that torments the
world today. How are the two linked?
Pathan resentment started soon after
the Durand agreement was signed. In
1897, the first jihad against the British
began in the frontier region leading to
large casualties on both sides. Then
British introduced collective punishment
on tribals, and grudges kept multiplying.
Since then the tribal sympathies have
favoured those fighting against the
establishment. Taking advantage of this
sentiment, terrorists were encouraged by
ISI to take shelter in the Frontier areas.
3. Tell us about your research...
It was like finding a needle in haystack.
There are barely any Afghan records of
what happened in 1893, and the British
writers maintained a conspiracy of
silence. Fortunately, I was able to piece
together an account based on British
parliamentary debates and clues from
whatever was published over a hundred
years back. A line here or a chance
remark there completed research.
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A 'Smart' Tree
To combat pollution and declining air quality in cities, a German start-up Green City
Solutions has developed an intriguing solution. A piece of urban furniture that combines
the power of biology and the ease of automated Internet of Things (IoT) technology to
create what's called a CityTree. The 'smart' tree is not exactly a tree per se, but actually
a densely packed moss culture, vertically housed in a unit that blends in with its urban
surroundings. In an area of 37.6 sqft, the tree does the equivalent job of 275 trees of
filtering the air of fine dust, nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide (up to 240 metric tons per
year). It purifies air quality within a radius of 50 metres and can also serve as an analog
billboard, displaying lettering, images or digital data via a QR code, iBeacon or NFC (nearfield communications).

So Cool!
Flaunting a distinctive design, the Orient
Aeroquiet ceiling fan is the company's
greatest achievement in terms of
technology, creativity and craftsmanship.
It features advanced aerodynamic profiled
blade design which ensures maximum air
throw while decreasing noise. Aeroquiet
has a sweep of 1200mm and has 100 per
cent rust-free blade made of high-grade
glass filled compounded ABS. It comes with
the sturdiest 18-pole heavy motor with
double ball bearing for silent operation and
high air throw. Aeroquiet has a functional
minimalist design which offers the
flexibility to blend it in any possible setting.

AVIATION QUIZ
1. What was the name of Charles Lindbergh’s Atlantic-crossing aeroplane?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.

PERSPECTIVE

STUNNING IMAGES

Elephant Diaries
An Indian elephant based out of Hungary
is not just popular for her circus tricks but
is also handy with a paint brush. According
to reports, 42-year-old Sandra's abstract
canvasses with coloured lines flowing across
them resembling rivers, were recently sold
at an auction in Hungary for $150 each.
Her trainer Florian Richter revealed that
Sandra was already an expert in a circus
trick involving a shaving brush that she
has been performing for years. When her
trainer switched the shaving brush with a
paint brush, she adapted to it very quickly.
Incidentally, she loves to paint as in when
she is in a happy mood.

The Axe Effect
There are many fun activities that Parisians indulge in after a hard days work. The latest
being throwing an axe at a target on a wall. Located in the capital city of France, this
unique hangout place called Les Cognees has been started by 30-year-old Thomas Morel
who had previously had a similar place while he was living in Canada. Since the opening
day, 30 to 40 Parisians gather at this place after a hard day's work everyday and pay to
hurl heavy edged weapons around. All one has to do is just pay 19 Euros and they can
throw an axe at a target on a wall for an hour. There are certain safety measures taken to
ensure that no one gets injured. For instance, no alcohol is served at the venue. The blades
of the axes are blunted and security measures are read out to participants when they arrive.

New-age Theme Park

Between 1912 and 1948,
art competitions were
a part of the Olympics.
Medals were awarded
for architecture, music,
painting and sculpture
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There is a good news for theme park
lovers as China is set to unveil a massive
new virtual-reality theme park named
East Science Valley in Guiyang, the
capital city of Guizhou province in the
south-central part of the country. A
huge virtual-reality theme park is set
to open in southern China. Billed as
a ‘science fiction theme park’, East
Science Valley will utilise virtualreality technology to immerse visitors
in science and fantasy experiences.
These will include science-based
experiences, such as a virtual tour of
the solar system, to full-on Sci-Fi rides
like exploring an ‘alien base’, a Sci-Fi
themed roller coaster and journeying on
a fictional space ship. The first phase of
the park will open by December 2017.

TRAVEL BLEISURE

THE CAPITAL CONNECTION
Delhi is a city of contrasts where its modern avatar rubs shoulders with its rich
historical past, beautifully co-existing with each other
Words : Shillpi A Singh

I

asked my soul: What is Delhi? She replied,
'The world is the body, Delhi its life'." This
is how Urdu poet Mirza Ghalib famously
summed up the beauty of the capital.

Delhi bears the unique distinction of being
India's capital longer than any other city because
whoever ruled Delhi was considered the emperor
of India. The earliest reference to its existence
came from the Mahabharata when Delhi
was known as Indraprastha, the settlement
established by the Pandavas; its grandeur was
the cause of enmity between the Kauravas and
Pandavas.
Since then many rulers came, saw and conquered
Delhi, leaving their imprints on the city's food,
culture, language and architecture. Delhi has
seen the rise of many dynasties and empires,
it has witnessed many falls too, changing its
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character, name and lifestyle while surviving
it all with elan and that is the quintessential
character of the city that stands out even today.
It had been the seat of the financial and political
power of many empires, including the Mughals,
before it became the capital during the colonial
rule 86 years ago, on February 13, 1931.
The glorious remains of the seven cities that made
up Delhi once upon a time, give an exciting twist to
its landscape today, and of the 14 gates that once
guarded the city, five are still standing tall. It is a
city whose timeless charm, boundless energy and
open spaces match none. The Metro brushing past
its historical monuments, the hustle-bustle of
old Delhi shoppers matching pace with the mallhoppers, the swanky buildings rising above in the
city's bylanes and the Mughlai cuisine tickling the
tastebuds along with foods from across the world
make it a beautiful place to live in.

DID YOU KNOW
Delhi has attracted many
a great writers to write
about the city. Some
notable works are:

Besieged: Voices from
Delhi 1857 by Mahmood
Farooqi, 2010
Twilight in Delhi by
Ahmed Ali, 1940
City of Djinns by William
Dalrymple, 1993

TRAVEL BLEISURE

THE RICH HERITAGE OF MONUMENTS
Forts, mausoleums and memorials galore

HUMAYUN'S TOMB
The first grand dynastic mausoleum built in 1570, Humayun's Tomb is also the first
garden-tomb in India that became synonymous with Mughal architecture, inspiring
several significant innovations which culminated in the construction of the Taj
Mahal. The mausoleum is also called the ‘dormitory of the Mughals’ because in
the different cells of the mausoleum are buried over 150 members of the Mughal
family. It stands within a complex of 27.04 ha that includes other 16th century Mughal
garden-tombs such as Nila Gumbad, Isa Khan, Bu Halima, Afsarwala, Babur’s Tomb
and the complex where the craftsmen employed for building the Tomb stayed, the
Arab Serai. It is an example of the charbagh (a four quadrant garden that represents
the four rivers of Quranic paradise), where water channels join into pools.

QUTB MINAR
Delhi alone boasts of three UNESCO
World Heritage Sites - Qutb Minar and
its monuments, Red Fort complex and
Humayun's Tomb. Qutb Minar was built
by Delhi's first Muslim ruler Qutb ud-Din
Aibak in the 12th century. It is world's tallest
free-standing brick minaret. The tower
has five distinct storeys, each marked
by a projecting balcony and tapers from
47 ft at the base to nine ft at the apex.
Aibak's successor, Iltutmish, added three
more storeys, while Firoz Shah Tughlak
constructed the fifth and the last storey.
The development of architectural styles
from Aibak to Tughlak is quite evident in
the tower. The first three storeys are made
of red sandstone while the fourth and fifth
storey are of marble and sandstone. At its
foot stands the Quwwat Ui Islam mosque,
the first mosque to be built in India.
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RED FORT
The Red Fort Complex was built in 1638 as the
palace fort of Shahjahanabad – the new capital
of the fifth Mughal Emperor of India, Shah
Jahan. Named for its massive enclosing walls
of red sandstone, it is adjacent to an older fort,
the Salimgarh, built by Islam Shah Suri in 1546,
with which it forms the Red Fort Complex.
It represents a culmination of architectural
development initiated in 1526 AD by the first
Mughal Emperor and brought to a splendid
refinement by Shah Jahan. The 33-metre high
red sandstone walls of Red Fort were designed
to keep out invaders. Today, the ramparts of the
fort host the Independence Day ceremony. It is
here that the Prime Minister of India hoists the
Tricolour on August 15 and addresses the nation.

IN REMEMBRANCE
The 42 mt high India Gate, in the heart of the
city, commemorates Indian soldiers who lost
their lives fighting for the British Army during
World War I. Designed by Edwin Lutyens, the
war memorial was dedicated to the nation in
1931 by the then Viceroy of India, Lord Irwin.
Another imposing structure - a black marble
plinth with a reversed rifle capped by a war
helmet and bounded by four eternal flames that stands under its arch is called the Amar
Jawan Jyoti. The memorial was inaugurated by
former Indian PM Indira Gandhi. It burns day
and night as a tribute to the martyrs of the
1971 Indo-Pakistan war.

TRAVEL BLEISURE

HANGOUT ZONE

Explore the capital's buzzing night life or go for an unmatched fine-dining experience

THE ELITE EXPERIENCE
Khan Market in central Delhi is a hotspot for shopping and fine-dining if you don't
mind shelling out that extra bit of cash for quality and finesse. Outlets here carry
everything from bridal outfits to electrical appliances to fancy groceries. There are
a large number of fancy diners for you to explore from. Fashion stores here include
top-shelf international brands, which are frequented by expatriates and wealthy
locals. A visit to this place in the evenings will give you a taste of city's elite crowd.
NIGHT LIFE
If you are on a business trip to Delhi, your
mornings will usually be packed with meetings
and work-related activities. However, if you
are looking for a place to go pub hopping or
meet a friend for a drink or two, then head to
Hauz Khas Village near Green Park. The area
has over 40 pubs and clubs for you to groove
to your favourite party music or rooftop
restaurant to dine with a friend and chill after
a hard day's work. The place also has an array
of dining options available for foodies. From
Mediterranean to Himalayan to Continental,
you get to choose from the most scrumptious
cuisines, all in one place. While the evenings on
the main street is full of hustle bustle even on
weekdays, the quaint back lanes of HKV offer a
rustic yet modern ambience with art and craft
boutiques, junk jewellery shops and places
selling old Bollywood movie posters.

CULTURE CIRCLE
Connaught Place or CP, as it is
fondly referred by Delhiites, has the
ubiquitous reputation of being one of
the largest commercial and business
hubs of the capital with shops,
eateries, cinema theatres dotting
its outer and inner circumference.
The 41,500 sqm Central Park above
the Rajiv Chowk Metro Station is
a cultural hub with its 350-seat
amphitheatre nestled amidst green
patches of shrubs and trees, and a
water cascade fringed with lights on
the contouring fountains. It hosts
events related to dance, drama and
music all through the year.

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Delhi from
all destinations in
its network.

AVIATION QUIZ
2. In which year did the first powered aeroplane take flight?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.
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SHOPPING SPREE
Indulge in the best buys including
clothes, jewellery, souvenirs and
much more

SHOPPERS’ STOP
The chaotic streets of Old Delhi are
a shopper's delight as one can buy
anything to everything here. Those
wanting to buy some exquisite pieces of
silver jewellery can head to Dariba Kalan,
while those looking for fabric, especially
zari and zardozi can find options in Katra
Neel. All these spots in Chandni Chowk
make it a shopper’s paradise. Janpath
near CP and Lajpat Nagar in south Delhi
are two other favourites for traditional
and modern merchandise.

LAIDBACK EVENINGS

Experience the deep-rooted theatre culture of the capital or let nature
soothe your weary soul
THEATRE CULTURE
The theatre scene in Delhi
is as spirited and diverse
as the city itself. Home
to the National School of
Drama and institutions
such as the India Habitat
Centre, Shri Ram Centre
for Performing Arts
and the LTG Auditorium
among others, the capital
offers enthusiasts the
perfect setting to satisfy
their craving for theatre.
All you need to do is log
on to the Book My Show
app and you will find
innumerable choices to
scout for among ongoing
plays being performed in
one of the auditoriums
around the city.

FINDING FINESSE
At first glance, Chattarpur may not
seem appealing, but if you explore the
area opposite the famed Qutb Minar,
you will discover a series of boutiques
that belong to the top designers of the
country such as Manish Malhotra. From
wedding lehengas and the latest party
outfit for women to business suits and
ethnic outfits for men, this is a great
place to shop for the uptown crowd.
GREEN ESCAPES
A stone's throw away from Khan Market is the capital's most revered park - Lodhi Garden.
Delhi's loveliest green escape is often described as the 'best urban oasis in India'. Be it for
an early morning jog or yoga session amidst nature or for a late evening stroll post dinner,
this garden is the perfect getaway spot from the chaos and traffic snarls of the capital.
Home to historic tombs and some of the most exotic plants and bird species, the place
attracts Delhi's elite because of its ideal location in Lutyen's Delhi surrounded by posh
neighbourhoods like Jor Bagh and Golf Links. For history lovers, this place is a paradise as
one can explore intricate architecture from the 15th century at the tombs of Muhammad
Shah Sayyid and Sikandar Lodi.
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THE RETURN OF

ROYALTY
Built by Nizam Salabat Jung in the 1750s,
the Chowmahalla Palace was restored
by traditional craftsmen using a range
of elements to uphold the heritage of
these structures
Words : Anupam Chanda

N

obody would have expected
that the man who has the
strongest legal claim to
inherit the Caliphate was
until recently working as a
Hollywood-based cameraman. Azmet, the
great grandson of the last Ottoman Caliph
of Turkey, has been working with the likes of
Stephen Spielberg and Richard Attenborough
and has even shot the Sharon Stone starrer,
Basic Instinct. Azmet is the son and heir of
Princess Esra, daughter of the last Caliph
of the Ottoman Empire of Turkey and
Mukarram Jah, the Nizam of Hyderabad.
Despite continuously travelling between
Hyderabad, Antalya in Turkey (where his
father stays now) and London (his base city),
Azmet today has taken on what remains of
the family role in the city after a decade of
tremendous hard work by his mother Esra
in completing what is considered as India’s
largest restoration work till date.
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THE FALL OF THE NIZAMS
Around the mid-20th century, Osman Ali
Khan, the seventh and the last reigning
Nizam of the Hyderabad state was
regarded by many as the leading Muslim
ruler in the world. He was very reluctant
to join the new Indian Union postindependence in 1947. He believed that
there was no reason for Hyderabad to
be forced to join either India or Pakistan
after the British left as not only was he
tremendously wealthy but for over three
centuries, his ancestors, the Nizams had
ruled a state the size of Italy and could
easily claim the allegiance of some 15
million subjects.

The dependency and expenditure list
was much larger than what it looked
like initially. Most disturbing amongst
all other issues were the several legal
battles started by close to 2,000
descendants and 476 legal heirs of the

different Nizams, who claimed part of
Jah’s inheritance and had filed suits or
claims of various sorts over the years,
which led him to eventually relocate
to a sheep farm in Australia. Soon
after his departure, the dynasty’s
palaces and properties were sealed
by orders of different courts. Between
1967 and 2001, the Chowmahalla
shrunk from a whopping 54 acres to
just 12 acres. The land was acquired
by real estate developers, who
demolished the 18th century buildings
and erected concrete apartments in
their place.

The Chowmahalla palace is unique for its style and
elegance and exudes its intrinsic grandeur

Image credit: Anupam Chanda

But as fate would have it, post what
is considered the last century’s most
dramatic reversal of fortunes, the
disintegration of the state of Hyderabad
and the dispersal of the wealth of

the Nizam’s took place in the times
of Mukarram Jah, who succeeded his
grandfather Osman Ali Khan in February
1967. Jah to his dismay found himself
submerged in financial crisis as he had
inherited a huge team of retainers which
was around close to fifteen thousand
estate staff and dependants.

The beautiful Chowmahalla Palace
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?

DID YOU KNOW

Image credit: Anupam Chanda

Osman Ali Khan is
known for being on Time
magazine’s cover in 1938
as the richest man in
the world. His personal
fortune amounted to at
least £100 million in gold
and silver bullion, and
£400 million in jewels.
He also owned one of
the world’s great art
collections.
A cannon in the palace complex

To the world’s amazement, Princess
Esra was able to persuade all the
2,740 claimants - legitimate and
illegitimate descendants of the
different Nizams lineages to agree
to a settlement and generate a
considerable fund to invest in the
restoration and conservation of the
Nizam’s properties.

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Hyderabad from
Delhi.
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THE RECONCILIATION
At their son Azmet’s wedding in London
in 1994, Mukarram Jah met his divorced
wife Princess Esra for the first time after
20 years. Esra was shocked to hear the
state of Jah’s affairs. She was taken
aback to know that Jah, the emperor
of Hyderabad, had been forced to sell
off his sheep farm in Australia to meet
his debts, and to flee his creditors, he
had relocated to a two-room flat in
Antalya in southern Turkey. A partial
reconciliation followed after which Jah
decided to give Esra the authority to try
and save the heritage before what little
remained in Hyderabad disappeared
too. Among her early initiatives, she was
intent on settling the many outstanding
law cases and turning the principal city
palace, Chowmahalla, into a museum.
To the world’s amazement, Princess
Esra was able to persuade all the 2,740

claimants - legitimate and illegitimate
descendants of the different Nizams
lineages to agree to a settlement and
generate a considerable fund to invest in
the restoration and conservation of the
Nizam’s properties.
RESTORATION PROJECT
The restoration project was embarked
upon in the year 2000 and was structured
to be executed in three phases. The first
phase involved a detailed mapping,
fabric survey and the preparation of
conservation reports for both the
restoration of the buildings as well as
potential re-use patterns that might
help review the usefulness of these
historic structures. The second phase
involved stabilising the buildings under
threat of collapse and carrying out other
emergency repairs such as waterproofing
and propping to check further
deterioration. The final phase involved

AXE BRAND
UNIVERSAL OIL

The best companion and
ideal gift when you travel

Image credit: Anupam Chanda

INTERESTING
FACTS
• In Persian-Arabic,
Chowmahalla is dervied from
the words four (char), palaces
(mahalla is plural of mahal)
• Chowmahalla Palace is said
to be modelled on the Shah of
Iran’s palace in Tehran
• Over the 100 years of its
expansion, it has absorbed
Persian, Indo-Saracenic,
Rajasthani and European
styles into its architecture
• Originally, the palace covered
45 acres, but only 14 acres
remain today
• The palace has been converted
into museum displaying
interesting exhibits
• A 1912 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost
car of the Nizam is on display
in the southern courtyard
• The clock above the main gate
to Chowmahalla Palace has
been ticking away for around
250 years. The people of the
locality wait for its chimes and
correct their own watches by
the accuracy of this clock’s
timing
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The palace is
adorned with
magnificent
sculptures

the actual restoration of the complex
and the introduction of amenities to
facilitate reuse of these structures.
The restoration of these buildings
was carried out using traditional
craftsmen and techniques, and a
range of elements in the buildings
were conserved in order to maintain
the integrity of these historic
structures. Besides structural repairs
and stabilisation, the restoration of
several architectural features such as
granite arches, decorative work in lime
plaster, and terracotta balusters were
some of the tasks carried out for the
restoration project. Actual restoration
work on the project commenced in the
year 2002 and the first phase which
includes the Crafts Center and Khilwat
was completed in December 2004.
GLORY OF THE PALACE
The Chowmahalla Palace is unique for its
style and elegance. Building of the palace
began in the late 18th century and over the
decades a synthesis of many architectural
styles and influences emerged.

The palace complex, which consists of
buildings around two main courtyards,
grew incrementally over the years
thus displaying consistencies in
architectural styles. The complex is
broken up into two clear parts, the first
that contains a series of rooms around
a large courtyard and a waterbody
within the main Khilwat (centerpiece
of the complex) located at the apex of
the courtyard. The rooms, presumably
guest rooms in the past, have now
been adapted to serve as spaces for
craftsmen to work in and sell their
wares. The Khilwat which contains
the Darbar Hall (Throne Room) has
been converted into a Museum to
house costumes and artefacts from
the Nizam’s collection. The second half
of the complex contains four palaces,
also organised around a courtyard and
waterbody.
This location, right beside the
Charminar, is a must-visit in Hyderabad
for a real awe-inspiring experience in
understanding the scale of what was,
what could have been and what is.

COVER STORY

Reaching for the stars
There’s a bolder, more vibrant, and ambitious Vistara quietly yet confidently emerging
from the classy and elegant airline launched by Tata and Singapore Airlines just over
3 years ago. And with its striking new campaign featuring brand ambassador and
international icon and trend-setter Deepika Padukone, it is guaranteed to make you
take note and look forward to flying again.

The team behind the campaign
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W

ith a legacy that boasts of
global legends such as Tata – a global
pioneer, and Singapore Airlines – one of
the world’s most talked about airlines,
Vistara was born to be different from
other airlines. As a premium airline,
we equipped ourselves with a host of
features such as three classes of travel,
plush leather seats, upscale ambience,
gourmet cuisine from Taj SATS, and
service with style, grace, and panache
from crew trained to the exemplary
standards of Singapore Airlines. We
came to be identified as the brand that
redefined the way you travelled, inviting
everyone to come fly the new feeling.
Once the building blocks were firmly
put together, we launched our first TV
commercial in 2016 with the charming
Deepika Padukone as our brand
ambassador. In the commercial, she
curiously explored the Vistara experience
and all its wonderful touches with childlike awe. This became the most watched
airline commercial in India within a few
weeks of its launch, cementing the
association of Deepika with Vistara.
“Deepika was our first and only choice as
our Brand Ambassador, as she embodied
everything we wanted to convey about
Vistara: that we are classy and charming,
stylish yet down to earth, international
yet Indian, highly pedigreed but keen
to make our own mark in our own way,
making our parents proud in the process.
And the connection was instant and
mutual. Deepika herself stated at the
time that if there was one airline she
would like to be associated with, it was
Vistara. The magic and the chemistry
between the brand and Deepika was
evident to all”, says Sanjiv Kapoor, Chief
Strategy and Commercial Officer, Vistara.

Best Airline
(Domestic) 2017:
Travel + Leisure India
& South Asia

In the last year,
Vistara has punched
way above its weight
and has become
the airline of choice
with corporates,
professionals,
families, and the
who’s who of India.
Along the way we have launched
innovative products and services such
as Vistara WomanFlyer, Corporate
Flyer, Vistara Direct, Carry On Plus,
Vistara YoungStar, electronic coupon
books, and a revamped Club Vistara,
India’s fastest rewarding frequent flyer
program. We are the only Indian airline
serving Starbucks coffee onboard, to
complement the finest cuisine served
in the Indian skies. We also introduced
#NotJustAnotherNeo, Vistara’s state-ofthe-art Airbus A320Neo aircraft, with
redesigned seats, mood lighting, and
tasteful boarding and landing music (a
welcome change from the usual elevator
music), to give you a feeling that you
won’t experience aboard any other
airline in India.
We also entered into partnerships with
a number of international airlines,
spearheaded by code-share and frequent
flyer partnerships with our parent
Singapore Airlines and SilkAir, giving you
more options than ever before to travel
seamlessly between India and the world,
a step towards the launch of our own
international services next year.
Last year was also the year of numerous
awards and accolades including Best
Airline (Domestic) 2017: Travel +
Leisure India & South Asia (Based on
Readers’ Poll), Best Emerging Airline
2017: PATWA at ITB Berlin, Germany,
Most Outstanding Airline - Premium
Economy & Economy 2017: Travel &
Hospitality Magazine, Brand of the Year

Sanjiv Kapoor,
Chief Strategy and Commercial
Officer, Vistara.

“Deepika was our first
and only choice as our
Brand Ambassador, as she
embodied everything we
wanted to convey about
Vistara”

“Vistara is undoubtedly the
finest airline we have in the
country today, and I am
delighted to be their brand
ambassador. Our latest
campaign is very refreshing
and shooting for it was a
lot of fun! ”
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2017 by World Consulting & Research
Corporation, Vistara adjudged India’s
Distinctive Goodwill Brands 2017 by
Brand Advertising Research & Consulting
(BARC),
Best
Domestic
Airline:
International Tourism & Conclave
Awards 2017 , where again our impact
was far greater than what one would
expect from a relatively new airline that
is just turning three years old. These
awards and accolades are the result
of our exceptional crew and staff, who
continually and passionately deliver the
best of Vistara to you with a smile on
every flight.
This is the intent behind our latest brand
campaign – to signal a more confident,
ambitious, and grown-up Vistara that
is ready to take some big steps to open
up new skies across the country and
soon across the world as well. A Vistara
that has grown and is ready to break
boundaries, a Vistara that knows what
it wants, and a Vistara that has the poise
and resolve to relentlessly pursue its
ambition with single-minded focus but is
not afraid to take some risks, let its hair
down, and have some fun along the way.
Much like our brand ambassador Deepika
Padukone.

Virat Tandon, CEO, Mullen Lintas

“Once you have flown
Vistara, you always
look forward to your
next Vistara flight.”
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“Flying on the domestic sector was not
an experience one looked forward to.
But, Vistara has changed all that with
an experience that is so refreshing. Once
you have flown Vistara, you always look
forward to your next Vistara flight. The
new campaign just tries to capture the
feeling when you fly on Vistara. Quite
uplifting.” Says Virat Tandon, CEO,
Mullen Lintas.
Talking about the latest campaign,
Deepika said “Vistara is undoubtedly
the finest airline we have in the country
today, and I am delighted to be their
brand ambassador. Our latest campaign
is very refreshing and shooting for
it was a lot of fun! Vistara is a fine
representation of two of the world’s
most reputed organizations, Tata and
Singapore Airlines, and I truly believe
that it is poised to become a trendsetting global brand.”

There’s lots of excitement on the
horizon, starting with the new brand
campaign for Vistara. The year 2018 will
be the year we go international, after we
receive our 20th aircraft which is due in
May 2018, while continuing to grow our
domestic network. 2018 is also the 150th
anniversary of our co-owner Tata Sons,
with lots of celebrations planned at
Vistara. And 2018 is the year we intend
to get the world to sit up and notice the
new feeling!

There’s lots of
excitement on the
horizon, starting with
the new brand campaign
for Vistara.

In the new campaign,
we showcase Deepika’s
personality, elegance,
confidence, and vibrance
in a visually striking and
bold yet playful manner,
mirroring the emerging
personality of Vistara.
Deepika brings out the
experience of flying
Vistara by simply letting
her hair down while
unveiling her fun side.

READY. STEADY.

VITEEE
EXPERIENCE EDUCATION THAT’S AT PAR WITH TOP
UNIVERSITIES ABROAD

4

th

VITEEE 2018

A p r i l t o 1 5 t h A p r i l ( C o m p u t e r B a s e d Te s t )
Applications are invited for B.Tech Programmes

Biotech., Bioengg., Chemical, Civil, CSE, CSE (Specialisation in Digital Forensics & Cyber security), CSE (Bioinfo.), CSE
(Data Analytics), CSE (Gaming Tech.), CSE (Information Security), CSE (Networks & Security), ECE, ECE (Biomedical),
ECE (Embedded Systems), ECE (IOT), ECE (Sensors & Wearable Tech.), ECE (VLSI) , EEE, EIE, Electronics & Computer
Engg., IT, Mech., Mech (Auto), Mech. (Energy), Production & Industrial Engg., B.Des.Ind.Design

To apply online and to get details like eligibility and fee, please visit www.vit.ac.in

LAST DATE FOR SUBMISSION: 28th FEBRUARY 2018
ONLINE APPLICATION FEE: ₹1150

VITUniversity

International Transfer Programme (ITP)

VIT _Univ

VIT offers students the choice to study the first two years at VIT University
and the next two in the following universities abroad & get their degree
United States of America: • Purdue University • State University of New York (SUNY)
• Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) • University of Massachusetts (UMass)

Ranked as 13th best engineering institution
in India by NIRF, MHRD, GOI,
for 2 consecutive years in
2016 & 2017

United Kingdom: • Queen Mary University of London Australia: • Australian National University •
Deakin University • Queensland University of Technology • Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT) • Curtin University

Opportunities Unlimited
VIT offers students, opportunity to get placed in companies with regular, dream (5L CTC &
above), Superdream (10L CTC & above) offers. In 2016-17, 427 companies came for
placement to VIT, which itself is a record, of which 45+ were Super Dream Companies.
Recruiting companies include:

•Microsoft •Amazon

•Maruti

•ABB

•Deloitte

•Deshaw

•Paypal

•Hyundai

•L & T

•Morgan Stanley

•Oracle

•Visa

•Mahindra

•ITC

•KPMG

•SAP

•Cisco

•Honda

•Shapoorji

•JP Morgan

•Vmware

•Barclays

•TVS Motors

•Johnson Controls •PWC

Advantage VIT
• Curriculum for Applied
Learning (CAL)™
• Project Based Learning (PBL)
• Opportunity for Semester
Abroad Programme
• One module of every subject
handled by Industry experts

• 35,000 students from
60 countries
• 110 student clubs and
chapters
• More than 170 Adjunct
Professors from reputed
universities abroad

International Accreditations
• ABET, US, http://www.abet.org has accredited 14 B.Tech Programs at VIT
Vellore & Chennai Campus
• 3 cycles of NAAC accreditation completed
• Awarded ‘A’ grade for last two consecutive cycles
• First University in India to get QS 4 Stars Rating

GET THE VIT EDGE
• National Record in Slot 1
companies recruitment for 9 years
in a row
• Record 7943 job offers from Slot 1
companies (Accenture, Cognizant,
Infosys, TCS, Wipro) at VIT
University for the year 2016
• Excellent international internship
and placement opportunities

Offline application forms can be obtained: • From the designated branches of Post Offices on cash payment of ₹1200/- (list available
on our website) •By handing over a DD for ₹1200/- drawn in favour of VIT University, payable at Vellore. Applications also available
in VIT Chennai, VIT Bhopal & VIT AP.

For enquiries contact us on our helpline number +91-416-330 5555 For more details visit www.vit.ac.in

www.vit.ac.in

VIT - A Plac e to learn; A Chanc e to grow

IN FOCUS (START-UP)

Shivendra Pratap Singh
Managing Director
Opera Cinema

YOUNG
MEN
ON THE
MOVE
K.P. Singh Chouhan, Chairman, Opera Cinema

Profile
Kunwar Pushpendra Singh Chouhan is a well-known young enterpreneur in central India. He is popular for his multitasking
capabilities and dynamic personality. Despite being a member of a traditional business family, he decided to chart what
various domains and has succeeded in each one. Among his peers and social circles he is known for his unusual and
perfect take on different subjects, be it social, commercial or other. Currently he is looking after various ventures either as a
founder or director as mentioned below
Opera Cinema Pvt. Ltd. (Multiplex)
Chairman

Shouryaditya Advertise Pvt. Ltd.
Founder & Managing Director

Oxygen Lifeline Pvt. Ltd.
(Patent Molecules)
Founder & Managing Director

Glorious Triumph India Pvt. Ltd. (Cup
& Puff - Tea chain)
Managing Director

Sevadeep Foundation
Founder

Follow Up Magazine
Executive Editor

Arogya Retail (Pharma Retail)
Oxygen Lifeline Retail Pvt. Ltd.
Founder and Managing Director

Kunwar Pushpendra Singh Chauhan is presently spearheading Shouryaditya Advertise, which is central India’s largest outdoor
advertiser. He is executive editor in a national magazine ‘Follow-Up’. He has been particularly instrumental in launching his
long time awaited brain child ‘Arogya Retail’. Arogya Retail is a chain of pharmacy outlets for discounted quality medicines run
& managed by Oxygen Lifeline Retail Pvt. Ltd.. At Arogya Retail discount is given on all type of products, ranging from 20 to 75
% depending on various categories.

OPERA CINEMA
NOW EVEN SMALL BUDGET MOVIES
COULD JOIN THE 100 CR CLUB

Entertainment of expensive multiplexes to be free for small cities!

I

www.operacinemas.com

ndia possesses the maximum number
of cinema lovers in the entire world. The
Indian film industry has a tremendous
presence of Hindi as well as Regional
Language movies. Movies of all sorts
are never short of cinema lovers but there
is one reality about film distribution, many
good movies fall short of theatres. The
complex system of film distribution has
created hurdles in the path of the best
movies, disallowing them to grace the
theatres, but internet has made them all
time classics. There is a well loaded list
of good movies and an equal number of
cinema lovers are clueless about them.
Therefore to give a different perspective to
the film industry, a new start up – Opera
Cinema has taken the onus on it.

Image is representational purpose only

In this modern age, where multiplexes and
internet have given maximum exposure to
movies, their production has seen a steep
rise. Films of big star cast successfully fall
in 100-200 and at times in the 300 crore
bracket but many good movies which do
not get the required screen space are out of
this race. The Chairman of Opera Cinema –
Mr. K.P. Singh took this as a challenge. After
successfully delivering low cost medicine,
through Aarogya Medical, Singh has made
his presence felt in the film distribution

domain with an endeavour of providing
good movies to villages, towns and small
cities along with metros, through Opera
Cinema. His nephew-Shivendra Pratap
Singh equally supports him in the capacity
of Managing Director. Opera Cinema will
begin its journey from small cities and
towns. Playing of movies in theatres will
take place with the help of an innovative
advertising method which reduce the
viewing cost and if possible it would be
almost free. This business model would be
successful in attracting substantial number
of viewers even for small budget movies.
According to K.P. Singh, after bringing into
force Opera Cinema the movies played in
their theatres will fall in the 100-200 crore
club. This would be a unique gift for the
cinema lovers because there will be no
entertainment burden on their pockets.
After a two year thorough research on Opera
Cinema, Singh and his nephew have filed
for its patent. It won’t take much time for
the implementation of this start-up which
is termed as a revolutionary step in the film
distribution and entertainment world. If
we go by the project report, the next two
years will see Opera Cinema possessing a
minimum of 500 screens. Apart from this,
we have set a target of adding another 1000

screens of those multiplex chains that are
willing to work on the lines of this concept.
From the very first day of Opera Cinemaregional movies, small budget Hindi movies,
those which are left stranded on the internet
and the good movies which fail to get
distributors will be successful in doing more
than 3 times of the business as compared
to the cost incurred in production. It’s not
only small budget movies that will be a part
of this act but big budget or big star cast
movies like Dangal or Sultan will also be
able to earn a whopping box-office of more
than 1,000 crores.
With the launch of this cinema house chain,
distributors will be successful in earning,
more than 3 times the profit. Apart from
this, cinema screens that run on lease
rent will also be able to earn more. Cinema
lovers of smaller than tier 3 category towns
will have the benefit of watching movies at a
cost of `20 along with a free soft drink and
popcorn. But, how will this be possible?
As Singh is associated with the
advertising industry, he has made
advertising revenue for his new start-up.
It is not that more advertisements will
be shown as compared to other cinema
halls but with the help of a new app it will
be made sure every brand gets it target
audience. There are no set parameters
to judge whether the advertisements
shown during intervals are being watched
or ignored. Opera Cinema will take into
consideration the views of its audience
and show only those advertisements with
their due consent with the help of its new
app. And as the audience is enjoying the
advertisements, a certain amount will
be transferred into their e-wallet which
means, movie watching for them will be
a near about free affair as compared to
their big spending at cinema halls of huge
multiplexes for the same. This start-up
will provide a huge profitable opportunity
for all in which the audience, producer of
movies and brands experience happiness.

LEISURE LITERATURE

Where

OBSESSION
Finds

EXPRESSION
Each year several literary festivals take
place in India. If you love the prospect of
book reading sessions and an encounter
with your favourite authors, then this
list will help you decide which festival to
attend in the upcoming months
Words : Shillpi A Singh

LEISURE LITERATURE

I

f you are an avid reader and long
to meet your favourite author
then a literature festival is the
perfect place for you to celebrate
your love for literature. Today,
India boasts of more than 60 literary
extravaganzas spread across the year in
major cities and even in mofussil towns.
These events not only let a literary
enthusiast get up close and personal
with their favourite author, but also
enables them to be a part of invigorating
conversations between writers, thinkers,
poets, litterateurs from across the globe.
Live performances by singers, musicians,
dancers and theatre artists are also a
part of these events.
Let's take a look at some of the most
exciting and inspiring festivals in the
literary circuit in India:

GOA ARTS AND LITERATURE FESTIVAL
(GALF)
The volunteer-driven and non-profit
GALF has rapidly emerged as one of the
premier literary and cultural showcases
of India in the past decade. It has grown
in size, stature and significance while
retaining its emphasis on both, serious
deliberations and convivial atmosphere,
as well as building meaningful
connections with the finest writers,
poets, artists and musicians from around
the subcontinent and beyond.
Some of the names that will feature
in this year's edition include Prof
GN Devy, Ranjit Hoskote, Anuradha,
Makarand Paranjpe, Nitin A. Gokhale,
Chitra Viraraghavan, Jerry Pinto, Tarun
Bhartiya, Volga, Carlo Pizzati, and Victor
Rangel-Ribeiro whose fiction and books

on music can be found in some of the
major libraries of the West, including
Princeton, Yale, Harvard, Oxford and
Cambridge, among others.
JASHN-E-REKHTA
The festival endeavours to engage,
enlighten and entertain audiences from
diverse backgrounds. The three-day
long celebration is organised under the
aegis of Rekhta Foundation, a non-profit
organisation devoted to the preservation
and promotion of the Urdu language and
culture. It will be the fourth year of this
annual festival and it will host various
discussions and performances.
There will be an outdoor fete at
the event which will include book
exhibitions, calligraphy, artefacts, food
court and much more. More than 100

LITERATURE FESTIVAL DATE & VENUE
GOA ARTS AND LITERATURE FESTIVAL (GALF)

JASHN-E-REKHTA

The International Centre Goa will
host the eighth edition of the Goa
Arts & Literature Festival (GALF)
from December 7-10, 2017.

The fourth edition of the festival celebrating the
timeless eloquence and beauty of Urdu will be
hosted at Major Dhyan Chand National Stadium
in the capital from December 8-10, 2017.
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distinguished writers, poets, artists,
litterateurs, singers and acclaimed
personalities from across the world
will attend the festival. This year's
line-up includes performances by
Ustad Rashid Khan, Nizami Bandhu,
Shubha Mudgal, and conversations with
renowned personalities including Javed
Akhtar, Waheeda Rehman, Nawazuddin
Siddiqui, Shabana Azmi, Nandita Das,
Annu Kapoor, Amish Tripathi, Imtiaz
Ali, Aamir Raza Hussain, Neelesh Misra,
Rahat Indori, Varun Grover, Manoj
Muntashir, among many others.
APEEJAY KOLKATA LITERARY
FESTIVAL
It is a one of its kind literary event to
have emerged from the 98-year-old
Oxford Bookstore. The four-day literary
festival is spread across the city's
heritage monuments and sights. Since
its inception in 2010, AKLF has hosted
delegates and cultural ambassadors
from numerous countries, as well as
highlighted global culture and concerns
along with Indian perspectives. The
ninth edition of the festival is poised to
scale new heights with an outstanding
and meticulously curated programme,

?

DID YOU KNOW
The eighth edition of Mumbai's
international literary festival, Tata
Literature Live, was held at the National
Centre for Performing Arts and Prithvi
Theatre from November 16-19, 2017. The
event was attended by 150 participants writers, poets, intellectuals, historians,
and performers representing 17
countries, including American authors
Thomas L Friedman and Francine
Prose, British author Margaret Drabble
among many others. The festival
featured a series of conversations, panel
discussions, workshops, debates, book
launches and workshops that marked the
city's cultural calendar.

bringing the world – and the nation – to
Kolkata.
This year's participation represents
writers from across the globe. The list
of delegates for AKLF 2018 includes Mira
Nair, Mark Tully, Namita Gokhale, Manu
Joseph, Nayantara Sahgal, Lord Meghnad
Desai, Shobhaa De, Prajwal Prajuly,
Tishani Doshi, Naseeruddin Shah and
Ratna Pathak Shah.

LITERATURE
FESTIVAL DATE &
VENUE
APEEJAY KOLKATA
LITERARY FESTIVAL
The Apeejay Kolkata Literary
Festival (AKLF) will be held
from January 11-14, 2018
and will kickstart the lit fest
season in the country.

ZEE JAIPUR
LITERATURE FESTIVAL
The five-day literary
extravaganza starting
January 24, 2018, will be
hosted at the spectacular
Diggi Palace in Jaipur.
Artists performing at the Jaipur literature festival in January 2017
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ZEE JAIPUR LITERATURE FESTIVAL
The five-day literary extravaganza, Zee Jaipur
Literature Festival, starting January 25, 2018,
and hosted at the spectacular Diggi Palace
in Jaipur, is dubbed as the ‘greatest literary
show on Earth’. The festival provides an
opportunity to meet and learn from and
exchange ideas with contemporary literary
stalwarts from India and across the world.
The 11th edition of the festival will host
more than two hundred authors, thinkers,
politicians, journalists and popular cultural
icons. It has a spectacular lineup of speakers
featuring authors Amy Tan, Angela Saini,
Satya Vyas and Manoranjan Byapari, actor
Shabana Azmi and award-winning British
science journalist among many others.
The festival hosts literary conversations,
debates, and dialogue set against the
backdrop of art and culture including
curated art installations, music and dance
performances at heritage venues such as the
Amber Fort.
For emerging writers and literature
enthusiasts, the festival offers amazing
opportunities to participate in the literary
event including the Volunteer Programme,

LEISURE LITERATURE

LITERATURE
FESTIVAL DATE
& VENUE
HYDERABAD LITERARY
FESTIVAL

The eighth edition of the ‘festival
with a heart’, Hyderabad Literary
Festival (HLF), will be held at the
historic premises of the Hyderabad
Public School, Begumpet, from
January 26-28, 2018.

GATEWAY LIT FEST
The fourth edition of the Gateway
Lit Fest will be held at NCPA from
February 22-24, 2018.

the Annual Writing Competition, and
the First Book Club. The B2B arm of
the Festival, the Jaipur BookMark runs
parallel to the festival and begins on
January 24, 2018.
HYDERABAD LITERARY FESTIVAL
A multidisciplinary and multilingual
event, the three-day festival comprises
conversations with authors, readings,
panel
discussions,
workshops,
screenings, exhibitions, book launches,
cultural programmes, art-on-street,
events for college students and school
children, thus making it a ‘festival for all’.
Top: People looking at the images at a photo exhibition at HLF
Above: Authors pose for a picture at the Gateway Literature
Festival in 2017

Each year, HLF invites a
foreign country to showcase
its literature, art and
culture. This year, Spain is
the guest nation

Each year, HLF invites a foreign
country to showcase its literature,
art and culture. This year, Spain is
the guest nation. Jnanpith awardee
Chandrashekhara Kambara; filmmaker
Girish Kasaravalli; theatre stalwart
Arundhati Nag; writer, journalist, and
filmmaker Prathibha Nandakumar;
award-winning bilingual translator

Vanamala Viswanatha are among the
key Kannada personalities who have
confirmed their participation.
GATEWAY LIT FEST
The Gateway Lit Fest was conceptualised
by a team of Mumbai-based journalists
to have a literature festival of vernacular
languages. The festival offers a platform
where regional language writers meet,
share ideas, enhance bonhomie and
promote Indian writing.
The theme of this year's festival is 'Women
Power in Indian Literature'. About 50
leading female authors are expected to
attend this edition of the festival. There
will also be sessions on translation,
language, poetry reading, Dalit writings,
theatre and film. Some of the prominent
personalities expected to attend the
event include Aparna Sen, Temsula Ao,
Patricia Mukhim, VK Karthika, Nandini
Sundar, Nirupama Dutt, Kanaka Ha Ma, J
Devika and Indu Menon.

AVIATION QUIZ
3. What did the Wright Brothers do before inventing an aircraft?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.
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OFF-SHORE BRUGES

THE FAIRYTALE TOWN OF

BRUGES

Bruges captivates visitors with its timeless splendour, cultural
wonders and, of course, the enchanting ambience. With canals
weaving through the heart of the city, quaint cobbled streets,
and architecture dating back to 12th century, the town offers
an unparalleled old world charm
Words : Naveen Soni

OFF-SHORE BRUGES

I

f you ever dream about a fairytale
medieval town, it would probably
mirror every nook and cranny of
central Bruges (Brugge in Dutch). The
picturesque cobbled lanes and dreamy
canals along with the medieval market
squares lined with soaring towers and historic
almshouses, have enabled the city centre of
Bruges to be listed as a prominent UNESCO
World Heritage Site and is a favourite among
travellers who wish to explore the old world
charm.
Less than an hour's ride away from the
bustling capital city of Brussels, Bruges is
best enjoyed over a weekend in spring as
during summer the town is packed with
tourists. Also known as Venice of the North,
the town was once a seaport and continues
to be a waterborne city with its many interconnected canals in the town centre which
eventually link to the North Sea. The town
can easily be explored on foot, by boat or on a
horse and carriage tour. Despite its small size,
there are several things which one can do and
see in Bruges.
BELFRY TOWER
It is recommended that one start exploring
the city with this mammoth structure
which also happens to be the most famous
landmark of the city. Built in the 13th century,
the Belfry Tower is to Bruges what the Big Ben
is to London. The tower has its own chronicles
of destruction and resurrection. Although it
was built as an observation post for spotting
fires and other dangers, a large part of it was
destroyed by fire in 1280. After being repaired,
it was struck by lightning in 1493 that further
damaged its foundations. In 1741, the tower
again caught fire which brought its wooden
spire down to ashes.
Today, it stands as a visitor's favourite as
it offers jaw-dropping 360 degree view of
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The legendary Belfry Tower

?

DID YOU KNOW

During 14th and 15th centuries, Bruges was called the shots
in Flanders. As the area’s premier port city, its inhabitants
knew wealth, prestige and some of the period’s finest art.
When the Zwin, the city’s lifeline to the Ocean silted up,
Bruges fell into a deep winter sleep, only to be awoken by an
increasing number of visitors in the 19th century who were
charmed by what had then become a medieval quaintness.

OFF-SHORE BRUGES

the intertwining waterways and streets
of Bruges. While the journey to the top
of the tower entails a challenging 366
winding steps, the view it presents is every
bit worth the effort invested in the climb.

Below: A
picturesque
shot of the
Minnewater
Park

MARKET SQUARE
Located in the heart of Bruges, Market
Square is surrounded by several
attractions. The erstwhile centre of
commercial activity has been a witness to
the town’s history through its rise and fall.
It has seen many festivals, competitions
and fairs. The commercial centre of
middle ages now buzzes with tourists
at its many restaurants and cafes. One
can explore and experience delectable
delights from different cuisines in these
eateries. The square also has several
souvenir and trinket shops for visitors
to take back memories for their loved

ones. The market is open till 1 am in the
morning and looks truly spectacular as
the lights go on in the evening.

“I was both spellbound
with the beauty of the
town and also filled
with pride because my
film was the first ever
Bollywood movie to be
shot in Bruges”
– Anushka Sharma
Bollywood Actor

MINNEWATER PARK
While walking from the train station or
vehicle parking to the Market Square, you
will definitely cross Minnewater Park. It is
named after Minna, who as per the local
legend was a pretty girl in love with a warrior
of the neighbouring tribe but her father
wanted her to get married to another man
that he chose for her. Minna ran away from
home and died out of extreme tiredness in
the arms of her lover who rushed to find her
in the forest. There is a lake in the centre of
the Park and the local belief is that if one
kisses their beloved on its bridge, their love
becomes eternal.
CONCERT HALL
The Concert Hall here is listed as one of
the '1001 buildings to see before you die'.
The 1,289 seater auditorium offers shows
in contemporary dance as well as classical
music. If you are an art connoisseur, you
will certainly appreciate the artworks
placed here.
There are several other buildings nearby
that give you a historical perspective of
Bruges. Depending upon the time you have
at hand, you can visit Craneburg House,
where Emperor Maximilion of Austria was
imprisoned or pay a visit to Historium to
see the Bruges of medieval period.
BUZZ EXPERIENCE
If you fancy, hire horse-cart from the Burg
Square to enjoy a city tour. You can also
rent a bicycle or take a leisurely walk to
explore things at your own pace.

The Market Square in old town is surrounded by several attractions. The
erstwhile centre of commercial activity has been a witness to the town’s
history through its rise and fall
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NOT TO MISS
IN BRUGES

LUXURIOUS LACE
Bruges’ production of the patterned
fabric, made with the flax flowers are
found in large numbers in Western
Flanders. The city’s actual lace
school, the Kantcentrum, has evolved
to become a recognised force of
excellence in the lace world. You can
find out more in the museum ‘the
Face of Lace’.
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Clockwise:
The Church
of Our Lady;
A glimpse of
a bakery in
Bruges

CHURCH OF OUR LADY
A must-visit place in Bruges is the
Church of Our Lady. With a 115.5 meter
tower, the second tallest brickwork in
the world, it is a dominant structure
on the Bruges' skyline. What makes it
a major attraction is its museum, with
paintings and art pieces of several styles
and materials. Most notable amongst
them is Michelangelo’s world famous
‘Madonna and Child’ marble sculpture
symbolising Virgin Mary and child Jesus.
Having been taken and hidden by the
soldiers during French Revolution and
Second World War, the statue was found
and returned later.
BEER DIARIES
If you need to up your spirits after
roaming around, beer is the answer. Beer
is to Belgium what wine is to France.
The country has nearly 2000 varieties
brewed in its 224 breweries. Bruges has
a Beer museum where you can discover
some fascinating aspects of beer in a fun
way. They have a one hour tour wherein
you can learn about the history of beer,
its types and brewing process. You can
use touch screens to find out about the
origins of each beer or why a certain beer
has more of a sweet, sour or bitter taste.

The tour price includes tasting of three
out of their sixteen draught varieties.
While you are enhancing your beer
knowledge, children can play a board
game activity where they have to search
for the bear of Bruges trapped in the
museum and set it free. You can also buy
some memorabilia from the souvenir
shop. The Bar gives a fantastic view of the
market square.
Around five minutes away is ‘The Beer
Wall’ that has an astonishing 2,000
varieties of beer bottles in a showcase. It
is the perfect photo point for beer lovers.
There is also a terrace restaurant from
where you can see the most scenic parts
of Bruges while sipping your drink.
End your trip on a sweet note with
some Belgian chocolates or waffles.
There are several small to big joints
serving waffles with ice-cream or fresh
fruits like strawberry. You can also buy
some chocolates for those friends and
colleagues who have a question on their
face asking ‘what have you got for me
from Belgium’? It will certainly bring
some sweetness in your relationship
with them.

TECH-KNOW INNOVATION

MAKE YOURSELF

HEARD

Want to become a vlogger? Learn how to start a vlog? Start
your own YouTube vlogging channel? Just follow these
simple steps and become a vlogger in no time

S

ocial media websites such
as YouTube, Twitter and
Facebook have empowered
people around the world
to express themselves in a
better way. In this evolving world of social
media, the latest trend is vlogging (video
blogging). All one needs to do is sit in front
of the webcam of their computer or laptop
and talk. You could vlog about anything
from politics, pop culture, travel, fashion,
sports, cooking to humour.

As a matter of fact, there are many in the
West who make a living through YouTube
vlogs. It is a niche platform which gives
audiences personal and direct access to
the video content creator.
The process for establishing your own
YouTube channel for vlogging takes just
a few minutes. You can customise the
channel by adjusting a handful of options
as per your preferences, uploading your
photo or logo, and linking your channel

TECH-KNOW INNOVATION

?

DID YOU KNOW
Once your subscriber base grows
and you start getting more views,
it’s time to make some money of
your vlogs. Apply to the YouTube
Partnership Program so you can
start earning money of ads shown
before or during your videos.

to set up your devices that is preferably
soundproof to ensure that your videos
don't catch outside noise, that of traffic,
construction sites, etc. If you don't have
a soundproof room in your house, choose
to set up your devices in a quiet room.

with your other online social networking
accounts such as Facebook, Twitter and
Google+. Voila!
AUDIO AND VIDEO
You may have recorded video messages
on your phone, laptop and posted it
on Facebook earlier, but for vlogging on
YouTube, we recommend that you use a
good camera since people are more likely
to subscribe to YouTubers that have HD
videos. Remember, no one likes to watch
bad quality videos.
When it comes to the camera, you can
use a DSLR (most of them have a video
recording feature), set it up on a tripod and
connect it with your PC/laptop. If it sounds

like too much work to you then do it the
old-fashioned way, get a HD pro webcam
(preferably from Logitech) which is easily
installed on your computer and start
recording. In addition to better quality
videos, using a professional camera/
webcam ensures image stabilisation.
Your next priority should be getting a
quality microphone. If your viewers can't
hear you properly what is the point of
vlogging? Ideally, you should get a Yeti USB
microphone from Blue Microphones or a
Zoom H6. These will help in maintaining
pristine quality audio for your vlog.
BACKGROUND AND SOUNDPROOFING
Furthermore, you need to find a space

Monetise Your Vlog

Ideally, your camera should face a blank
wall. If you don't have one, try and put
end-to-end curtains on the wall that
faces your camera. However, if your vlog
focusses on a specific theme, such as
movies or sports, then it is probably a
good idea to put a poster or two in the
background. Make sure that they are neat
and nicely framed else your background
will look unprofessional.
LIGHT AND EDIT
For the video quality to be great, it is
essential that your room is well lit.
Viewers hate distorted or unclear images.
Room lamps and ceiling lights aren't
enough. Go for the LimoStudio 700W
Photography Softbox Lighting Kit or
Aputure Amaran AL-528S LED Video
Light, these are good for beginners.
Lighting equipment is an expense that
some people do not expect when they
decide to become vloggers, but it is a
worthwhile investment. Majority of the
videos on YouTube are badly lit and
putting just a little effort into lighting will
help you stand out.
Once your video is complete it is advisable
to go through it frame by frame and edit
out unwanted or repetitive parts to make
it more crisp and compact. Try and keep
your videos confined to 20 minutes or less.
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AMAZING FACTS
More than

1.5
billion

people visit YouTube every
month. Viewers spend over
an hour a day watching
YouTube on their mobile
devices alone.

Facebook
is huge in video and live
streaming too with more
than eight billion video
views and more than

100
million

As a Google-owned product, YouTube has tight
integration with the search giant. If you play your
cards right, you will find your videos ranking high
on both YouTube and Google

hours of videos watched on
the platform daily.

On top of that there are live
streaming platforms to
explore such as Twitter’s

Periscope,
Amazon’s
Twitch
and many more.

If you are using a Windows computer,
you can edit your videos on Windows Live
Movie Maker and in case you are working
on an iMac, you can use iMovie. Luckily,
there are plenty of tutorials online (on
YouTube!) to get you started with basic
video editing skills.

well optimised for YouTube itself, this
can extend to search engines as well. As
a Google-owned product, YouTube has
tight integration with the search giant.
If you play your cards right, you will find
your videos ranking high on YouTube and
on Google videos.

UPLOAD AND OPTIMISE
When uploading a video, you will be
asked to fill in a title, description and
tags. These are essential components
to make your video easily discoverable
in a YouTube search, so don’t skip them!
Much like SEO for your own website,
YouTube has its own set of parameters
for you to optimise your video for search.
Fill these sections using keywords to
describe the video and your business. A
keyword-rich (but not heavy) title and
description can go a long way and you
will be able to see what works for your
videos as you progress. If your video is

Now that your vlog is on YouTube, you
should promote it so more people watch
your videos. The easiest way to do this
is by posting it on social media. Share
your vlogs on your Facebook, Twitter,
Tumblr or any other social network you
are active on.
Your vlog will probably not have
thousands of views at first but don’t get
disheartened. Set a schedule for how
often you want to upload a new vlog
and stick to that schedule religiously. If
your content is good, you will get viewers
eventually.

Image is for visual representation purpose only

CURRENT AFFAIRS CATALYST

KNOWLEDGE @ WHARTON

HOW WILL

MCDONALD’S

FARE IN INDIA’S BURGER BATTLE?

B

urgered,” headlined The Economic
Times, India’s leading economic daily.
The publication elaborated: “From
worms to lizards to fungus to finger
nails, all kinds of ‘foreign’ objects
have been reportedly served to consumers along
with burger and fries.” It’s happened before: in
Japan, where McDonald’s had to apologize for a
tooth being found in French fries, and in the U.S.
itself when a customer field a lawsuit after biting
down on a foreign object in her breakfast burrito.
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But the issue in India is about more than
lacertilian legacies. It’s about a full-blown war
between the U.S. fast-food chain and one of its
local franchisees — Connaught Plaza Restaurants
Ltd (CPRL) and its head, Vikram Bakshi. The
current state of affairs: Some 169 outlets in the
northern and eastern region are closed. (The west
and south come under a different franchisee –
Amit Jatia’s Hardcastle Restaurants.) McDonald’s
has told its suppliers not to serve CPRL. And
that has probably compounded the problem of

CURRENT AFFAIRS CATALYST

growth trajectory,” says Dheeraj Gupta,
managing director of Jumbo King Foods,
an Indian-style (vada paav) burger chain.
“We will close the current financial [year]
at 100 stores in Mumbai and Pune, the
cities of focus currently. This is a market
of 500 stores for us. The plan is to get to
at least 200 stores here and then look at
national expansion.”
Burger King has just opened its 100th
store in north India. “The Home of the
Whopper,” as it describes itself, has
doubled its footprint since last year; it
opened shop in 2014. “India is a unique
market, and we have consistently
experimented with our menu to create
offerings that are distinct from the global
menu,” says Burger King India CEO Rajeev
Varman. U.S.-based Burger King is the
second largest fast-food hamburger
chain in the world.

quality with both sides saying the other is
to blame.
The problems between McDonald’s and
Bakshi are long standing. CPRL was set up
as a 50:50 joint venture between the two;
there were differences from the beginning
over financial issues. Both sides made
offers to buy each other out. They were
rejected. Bakshi was ousted as managing
director of CPRL by McDonald’s India
in August 2013. He moved the National
Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) in Delhi,
which ruled in his favor. McDonald’s went
to the London Court of International
Arbitration. The U.K. court has asked
Bakshi to sell his stake in the joint venture
to McDonald’s at a fair valuation in
accordance with their agreement. In the
meantime, the Delhi tribunal will take
another look at the issues at the end of
October. The U.S. company is believed to
be negotiating with Hardcastle, Jubilant
FoodWorks (which operates the Domino’s
Pizza and Dunkin’ Donuts franchises in
India) and Moon Beverages (Coca-Cola’s
Indian authorized bottler) to take over
from CPRL.
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DELHI SWITCHES TO SUBWAY
But while the courts act with judicial
speed (McDonald’s has gone back to the
Delhi tribunal), what is happening on the
ground? Consumers in New Delhi and
elsewhere are heading to the nearest
Burger King, Burger Singh or Jumbo King
— just three of the rival fast-food chains
that are stepping on the gas. According
to market research firm Kantar IMRB,
since McDonald’s stopped operations in
Delhi, fast-food rival Subway has gained
5% traffic and KFC 2%. Overall share for
McDonald’s declined from 9% in June to
just 3% in July.
Even outstation rivals are stepping
up. “Jumbo King is now on a high-

Burger Singh has recently announced
expansion plans for 30 outlets. Says
cofounder Nitin Rana: “These are the
next steps in building Burger Singh into
a great and enduring worldwide brand.”
Burger Singh was founded in 2014 when
two Indian students in the U.K. decided
to give a spicy touch to common or
garden burgers. The company has raised
$1 million in funding.
KING TAKES ON SINGH
Others are clambering on to the
bandwagon. According to The Economic
Times: “Burger King has filed a case
against a Mysore-based restaurant
named King Burger and battled against
the owner of a pushcart in Punjab called
Mr Singh Burger King.”

“Until recently, the [quick service restaurant]
space in India was shaped by the international
players…. But now and going forward, Indian
QSRs have come of age.”
–Ankur Bisen
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“For the next decade at
least, Indian consumers
will continue taking a
big bite of McDonald’s,
and McDonald’s will
continue to take a big
bite of the Indian
QSR market.”
–Jagdeep Kapoor

(enterprises with two or more outlets)
and the other half comprises stand-alone
units. Four international QSR chains —
Domino’s, McDonald’s, Subway and KFC
— make up 60% of the chain market of
QSRs and there are a few other foreign
chains, like Burger King, on a growth
spree. Until recently, the QSR space in
India was shaped by the international
players. They created the QSR space in
the first place and defined the rules of
the game on supply chain, outlet design,
business model, etc.

But does the quick-service restaurant
(QSR) sector merit such a scramble?
KFC opened shop in Bangalore in June
1995 to be met with a host of leftist
(anti-imperialism) and rightist (antimeat consumption) protests. It later
put more emphasis on its vegetarian
fare — Paneer Zinger and Veg Rockin’
Burger. McDonald’s launched in India in
1996. One of its early offerings was the
McAloo Tikki, a potato-based burger
which is being adapted for other global
market. “One of the key reasons for
the success of McDonald’s in India has
been its ability very early on to recognize
the implications of unique Indian
customer trends and preferences,”
says Ankur Bisen, senior vice president
at management consulting firm
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Technopak Advisors. “From day one, beef
was never on the menu. (India’s majority
Hindu population does not consume
beef.) It even opened the only vegetarian
McDonald’s anywhere in the world in a
religious tourist spot.”
Bisen describes the structure of the
Indian market. “The total size of the QSR
segment is around `18,500 crore ($2.82
billion at $1 = `65.50),” he says. “Nearly
half of it is dominated by the chain market

“But now and going forward, Indian QSRs
have come of age,” adds Bisen. “There
are QSRs, like Haldiram’s, that offer
Indian cuisines and experience. There
are QSRs, like Goli Vada Pav, that are
plays on niche tastes and are taking the
narrative national.” (But the real trouble
is the multiplicity of Indian cuisines; one
person’s fuchka is another’s panipuri).
“QSRs have learned [from] and appreciated
the international players on supply chain,
customer experience and business model,
and have imbibed these practices in their
growth plans,” continues Bisen. “In doing
so, they have kept the product offering
uniquely Indian or fusion.”

AVIATION QUIZ
4. What instrument do hang-glider pilots use to find a thermal?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.
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FACT FILE
McDonald's
restaurants feed

68
million

people everyday. That is
more than the population of
the UK.

The Queen of England
owns approximately

$11
billion

of real estate in the
United Kingdom;
among her holdings
is a McDonald’s near
Buckingham Palace.
So far, she has yet to
dine there.
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He feels that the franchise battle facing
McDonald’s is unlikely to have a lingering
effect on the company or the industry.
“The controversy around McDonald’s is
not reflective of the Indian QSR segment
in any way,” he says. “It is for reasons that
are internal to the company, and such a
controversy can happen in any company in
any sector. If a car joint venture between
a foreign player and an Indian company
is called off, that does not cast doubts
on the Indian automobile segment. My
guess is that the appointment of the new
franchise operator will happen soon and
the business will be back to usual.”
“Overall, McDonald’s has a fairly strong
brand equity in the rest of the country
and is seen as a young, aspirational
brand,” says Jagdeep Kapoor, brand
consultant and CEO of Samsika Marketing
Consultants. “The local chains, like Jumbo
King and Burger Singh, will not get much
benefit because the equity of McDonald’s
is far stronger than any local brand. The
brand which could benefit is Burger King.”

DIFFERENT VIEWS
Gupta disagrees. The franchise battle “is
damaging the brand value,” he says. “It
is a war of egos between two partners.
We as members of the same industry do
hope that they are able to resolve their
differences soon.”
“The QSR sector is growing very fast in
India,” adds Kapoor. “This is because
what I call ‘the aspiration’ market is
growing and the ‘perspiration’ market
is declining. Eating out, eating western
food, eating in-between meals and
eating on the go are all accelerating QSR
market growth.”
Kapoor continues: “The ethnic food
QSR market is growing…. [But] I see
McDonald’s doubling their stores and
growing even faster. Brands are built in
the minds and hearts of consumers, and
McDonald’s has a premium, aspirational
image. For the next decade at least,
Indian consumers will continue taking a
big bite of McDonald’s, and McDonald’s
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“This shift has affected McDonald’s
and other companies in the space
of burgers and sugared sodas,” he
continues. “The American himself
is looking for better ways. The
Walmartisation of the U.S. in the
supermarket space has led to rebel
supermarket movements such as
Whole Foods that have elicited a big
response in recent times. Therefore,
the American way itself has changed.
That’s quite like pulling the rug off
from under the feet of burger and soda
companies. The operating environment
has turned different, and even hostile.”

“A burger can be replaced by not only a burger.
The options are humongous. Burger’s loss can be
pizza’s gain, or for that matter, vada paav’s.”
–Harish Bijoor

will continue to take a big bite of the
Indian QSR market.”
“The 169 stores controlled by Vikram
Bakshi’s company is less than 0.5%
of the 37,000 McDonald’s outlets
worldwide,” Gupta notes. “However, the
Indian market will eventually become a
very large market for them and for any
multinational. It is better that they sort
out their differences now.”
There is another
issue
lurking
in the wings.
McDonald’s
has been losing
brand
value
globally. After a
decade among the
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top 10 global brands, Interbrand demoted
it to No. 12 in 2016. “For 15 straight years,
McDonald’s has always ranked within
the top 10, peaking at No. 6 back in 2011,”
wrote The Motley Fool. “This year is the
first year that the Big Mac maker did not
crack the elite ranking.”
“McDonald’s is certainly under threat
the world over,” says Harish Bijoor, brand
strategy specialist and founder of Harish
Bijoor Consults. “The key problem is its
perception of yore as typical American
fast food. That perception worked when
everything American was the way to be.
Today, perceptual shifts have occurred
that are tectonic. American burger and
soda companies are considered unhealthy
statements. Fast food is considered a
sure way to a fast-deteriorating life.

In the background is the fact that a
Western brand is no longer a recipe
for success in India. Coke has been
[in India] for two decades, but the
brand the multinational purchased
from Parle – Thums Up – still rules
the cola roost. It is the market leader
in the segment despite attempts by
the company to kill it off and ease the
path for the “Real Thing.” Today, small
beverage companies – with cheaper
products – are taking the big boys to
the cleaners.
In India, local competition — at lower
prices — is another danger. “The
[franchise] controversy does provide
entry/leverage points to competitors
at the cost of McDonald’s,” says Bisen.
“Competition will try to capitalize.”
“There are enough local options
that could fill in the blanks that
McDonald’s closures will leave,” adds
Bijoor. “Getting those consumers
back is another game. The risk also
lies in the fact that a burger can be
replaced by not only a burger. The
options are humongous. Burger’s loss
can be pizza’s gain, or for that matter,
vada paav’s.”

"Republished with permission from Knowledge@
Wharton (http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.
edu), the online research and business analysis
journal of the Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania.”

FASHION TRENDS

FOLKLORE IN

FASHION

All my collections tell a story. My designs start
with doodles that are inspired by emotions.
Sometimes these are my own emotions based on
what I experience while sometimes other people’s
journeys motivate me. These experiences and
stories conjure a space where I imagine and create.
In that sense, to me fashion has always been about
the tale it tells, never the trend it follows
Words : Anita Dongre

A

s a young girl, every
summer my extended
family would travel to
my grandparents’ home
in Jaipur where all our
cousins would get together. I spent hours
wandering in the narrow lanes of the city.
I was, and continue to be, amazed by the
wonders of Hawa Mahal, the craft lanes
and the palaces with their rich history.

Dongre's
designs
include
deep hues
of maroon,
ink blue and
olive green
that draws
inspiration
from nature

I would return year after year to Jaipur
breathing in the sense of magic and
finding hidden treasure in its bylanes
designing lac bangles, dupattas and
shoes with the local artisans there. I
would return home with a new wardrobe
and a sense of wonder. I only half joke
when I tell people I’ve had another
lifetime living in that city, probably
around Hawa Mahal.
That wonder and love for
crafts was coupled with

When I started my label, I went back to streets
to bring the age-old craft of delicate hand-cut
gota patti to the contemporary women
an inherent sense of business when
I studied fashion at SNDT. When I
started my couture label, I went back
to these streets and gullies to bring
the age-old craft of delicate handcut gota patti to the contemporary
women. These were the crafts that
belonged to the Mughals and they
opened up a world of fantastic
ideas of storytelling. Rajasthan has
beckoned me as a designer ever since
I started designing. The landscapes,
architecture, music, textiles and
colours fill my mind with unending
ideas every time I visit.

SUSTAINABLE LUXURY
My recent couture collection, Tree of
Love, is inspired by the devotion and love
of nature by the Bishnoi tribe. When I
met the Bishnoi families, their stories
of sacrifice to protect trees moved me. I
felt a sense of oneness with them. Their
fidelity to nature makes the tribe very
respectful and protective towards men,
women, animals and forests alike. The
Bishnois worship Khejri, a species of tree
that can endure the harshest of climates.
I have used this tree and many legends of
the Bishnoi community as the key motif
in the bridal collection.
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Models flauting Dongre's new handcrafted bridal gota patti lehengas

Folklore finds its place in
fashion because stories connect
on a personal level with the
wearer – whether it’s a simple
print on a t-shirt or an ornate
embroidery on a bridal lehenga
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I look for symbols of life that make
storytelling easier. A prancing deer, an
exotic bird, a Mughal trellis and floral
bunches have all made appearances in
my collections. Folklore finds its place
in fashion because stories connect on a
personal level with the wearer – whether
it’s a simple print on a t-shirt or ornate
embroidery on a bridal lehenga.
Often people ask me what defines
luxury. I believe it is the value of time,
an intangible entity. In that sense luxury

to me is anything handmade—the time,
love and effort that goes into handcutting gota leaves, hand-block printing
and even designing and carving such
blocks, is luxury.
REVIVING CRAFT
I met some of the most inspiring
artisans during my travels. But due
to dearth of work and respectful
wages, they are unable to sustain their
families. Established brands like ours
can reintroduce these traditional crafts

FASHION TRENDS

into urban retail spaces. 'Grassroot' was
an initiative in this direction. We partner
with various NGOs from all over India
to revive and sustain crafts and work
towards empowering the artisans.

Some candid moments of ace fashion designer Anita Dongre
interacting with craftsmen and women

Today, our luxury brands in the House
of Anita Dongre, have adopted various
folk-inspired techniques and crafts.
Blockprinting and Bandhini from
Rajasthan, Bhujodi and Kala Cotton from
Gujarat, Chikankari from Uttar Pradesh,
natural dyeing, weaving and Ikat from
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana, Kotpad
from Orissa, Phuila and Jamdani from
West Bengal. Every piece of fabric woven,
block printed or embroidered is done by a
group of artisans who give it the time and
attention it deserves.

I enjoy visiting villages to discover
different heirloom traditions and
learn the stories that make these
crafts special. These are stories
of people living humbly filled
with gratitude and respect for
nature. It is reassuring to see that
sustainability lies in the simplicity
of their way of life.
I have a dream of making many
more villages sustainable through
craft and design. We have to ensure
that the younger generation of
artisans take pride in the work
of their forefathers. They are the
ones who will keep the craft alive
through the fashion runways of
the future.

AVIATION QUIZ
5. What does the aileron on an aircraft control?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Five lucky winners will win prizes.
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9 4 . 3 R A D I O O N E I S I N D I A’s MO ST
AT T R AC T I V E R A D I O B R A N D : T R A R E S E A R C H

Your favourite radio station brand, 94.3 Radio One INDIA, has been adjudged ‘THE MOST ATTRACTIVE
MEDIA – RADIO BRAND for 2017’ in a study by TRA RESEARCH. This was conducted across 16 cities and
10,000 brands.
We thank YOU – our listeners, advertisers and well wishers for helping us achieve the stature of INDIA’s
MOST ATTRACTIVE MEDIA – RADIO BRAND and being ranked in the TOP 1000 BRANDS ACROSS ALL
BRAND CATEGORIES in INDIA.

Next Radio Ltd. A subsidiary of Next MediaWorks Ltd.

PEOPLE PERSONALITY

ALL THE WORLD'S

A STAGE

Adil Hussain, 54, has been there and done all forms of acting,
be it television, theatre, stand-up comedy, films, and in as many
languages as possible, across the continents. And in each role,
he is not only trying to be better than good but trying to be
true to himself
Words : Shillpi A Singh

W

ith every
role,
he
has raised
the bar for
himself.
It is all about doing what he
loves and loving what he does,
and this belief is an integral
part of his growing process,
both as an actor and a person.
Quoting a Chinese proverb,
Hussain explains, “When
you can relish the most
unpalatable vegetable root,
you have arrived somewhere.
When I am doing something
which I love, it is easier to do it.
But I am doing something which
I don’t like, it is difficult, but then
I need to find a way to do it brutally,
honestly and sincerely. It is a greater
achievement when I do something and
like it too.” It sums up his choice of roles,
from the first noticeable appearance in
Abhishek Chaubey's Ishqiya as a rebel
Naxalite Vidyadhar Verma to his latest
award-winning outings as the dutiful son

Rajeev in writer-director Shubhashish
Bhutiani’s Mukti Bhawan or that of a
writer Priyendu Hazarika in Santwana
Bordoloi’s Maj Rati Keteki. Hussain
won the Special Jury Award/Special
Mention (Feature Film) at 64th National
Film Awards for his performance in
these films.
ROLE CALL
Hussain, who spent his early years in a
small town Goalpara in Assam, the last
district bordering Bengal and Bangladesh,
adds that he grew up in a culturally
vibrant environment, listening to all sorts
of music, reading all kinds of literature
and attending cultural events of all hues.
“By virtue of being born there, I am richer
than many people, and I appreciate all
kinds of art forms,” he says. His father
was a school teacher and wanted his
son to take up teaching as a profession.
“Dad wanted me to become an English
professor. But I was clear since I was eight
that I wanted to be an actor. I rebelled
against my dad, my family and friends
and did what I loved to do all through,”

PEOPLE PERSONALITY

he quips. The desire to take up acting as
a career came from watching legendary
actor Amitabh Bachchan on the big
screen. “I aspired to become like him,
nothing more, nothing less. Bachchan Sir
was my ultimate hero,” he says.
PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
Living in Goalpara, Bombay was a farfetched dream for the young boy. He
fanned his desire for acting by doing a
lot of theatre while in school and college.
“I came to Guwahati to pursue my
graduation but bunked classes because
I was mostly busy doing all sorts of
acting. As a result, I could not complete
my degree,” says Hussain, adding his
father was a tad upset. He went on to join
National School of Drama (NSD) but his
father refused to support him financially.
“The best part about NSD is that if you
get a seat, you get a scholarship.” He also
studied at the Drama Studio London on a
Charles Wallace India Trust Scholarship.
At NSD, and also after he was back from
England, Hussain was trained by Khalid
Tayabji on the subject of physical acting,
and that has been quite instrumental in
honing his skills. It was at the insistence
of his dear friend Roysten Abel that
he agreed to do a Shakespearean play,
Othello. “I was unsure and traumatised
at the thought. I didn't understand that
language and had never done it before,”
he recalls his first brush with the Bard.
The play was well-received by the
audience, and it was quite encouraging
for the young actor. “I got rave reviews
from leading papers in the UK. It gave me
confidence that I am on the right track.
And I continued theatre,” he says on what
kept him glued to the stage for so long.
A born rebel, he didn’t abide by the rule
that theatre is the stepping stone to the
next milestone, cinema. He made a move
to the big screen, but only when the time
was right and when the right kind of work
came his way.
MATTER OF FACT
There are some films that the actor
94 | Vistara | December 2017

“If there were

enough money in
teaching, I would
have done it
instead of acting.
I love it, and I
like to share what
I know or what I
have learned”

does to pay the bills and then there are
some that he does for his 'dil'. “I secretly
wished to be able to do a variety of roles.
It is difficult to be different here in India.
But I refused to be boxed or categorised,”
he says. Having played a policeman in
Lootera, Main Aur Charles, and Angry
Indian Goddesses, he doesn't want to do
it again. “But I have put a moratorium on
myself for five years. I will play a cop only
if it is a lead role and meaty enough. It
has to be fun for me, only then there is a
possibility that it would be fun for others
who are watching it,” he says on his selfish
motive that makes him pick and choose.
The rules for choosing roles are quite
clear-cut. It depends on the likability

factor. "I have to like the director as a
person. It is more important than money
or role for me. If a director has offered me
a role, I assume they like me but I have to
like them, and that’s more important. To
earn money, I can open a petrol pump.
Why do a film?” he asks. The reason again
is simple. “I will end up spending a lot of
time away from my family and loved ones
for days, weeks and maybe months at a
stretch, depending on the size of the role,
so it is important for me to like the kind
of people.”
CHECK AND BALANCE
A Libran to the core, he tries hard to
balance the mainstream films with his

PEOPLE PERSONALITY

The compassion in etching out each character worked as a
grinding process for an actor like him and helped him evolve

QUOTE UNQUOTE

What is art?
Art is not a replica of life, but a
condensed, concise, heated up,
intense version of life that helps
the audience gain an insight into
their lives.
An offer that he refused:
It was a big project while I was
in the UK early 2000. The film
was England’s Oscar entry. I had
given my word to a TV series.
The dates were clashing. The TV
series never happened, and I lost
out on a good project.
State of Indian cinema:
We have not helped educate the
audience. We imagine what they
want. And we are catering to
what we think they want and not
what they think they want.
Pause for a cause:
I am associated with Oxfam’s
cause for Assam flood relief
work, but again it is a selfish
reason because it makes me feel
good about helping someone.
Ongoing Theatre Project:
I am working on Karam Nishta.
It highlights the essence of a
conversation between Krishna
and Arjuna and aims to reveal
why we do what we do.
Upcoming Projects:
Love Sonia, Bioscopewalla,
Aiyyary, The Illegal, Bombairiya.
2.0. What Will People Say
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art house and indie film outings. Zed Plus
was the first Hindi film where he played
the lead role and went on to act in many
regional language films, including Marathi,
Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Bengali, and his
mother tongue Assamese. He essayed the
role of a transvestite in the French film,
Crash test Aglaé, and has done an IndoItalian production Gongor based on the work
of Bengali litterateur Mahashweta Devi.
But even after putting such strict checks
at his levels, he has made mistakes. “I can’t
mention those roles, but there have been
such occasions when my choices were wrong.
But I don’t repent, instead I try not to repeat
them. Those engagements and assignments
have enriched me a lot in so many ways.”
Mukti Bhawan had a world premiere at the
73rd Venice Film Festival in 2016. He liked the
idea and then met the director and liked him
instantly. “When I read the script I realised I
had made the right choice. When I saw the
film in Venice, I thought I was absolutely
right,” he says with a chuckle. The film
received a 10-minute standing ovation at
the Venice Film Festival and has been doing
rounds of festivals since then.
CULTURE OF CINEMA
Having been a part of many international
projects including Life of Pi and The
Reluctant Fundamentalist, he has had a
first-hand experience of both the Indian
and Western way of film-making. “In India,
it is the 'chalta hai' attitude. If not this life,
then next life may be. This belief is deeply
ingrained in our deeper psychic state. For
the Westerners, it is this life, and that’s
it,” rues the actor, explaining the massive
difference in work culture here and there.
The Western filmmakers stand out for
their precise planning, professionalism,
preparation, and punctuality. “They are at
it. They are extremely sincere,” he adds.
He is appalled at our way of working. “If
it doesn’t happen as we had envisioned, it

is ok for us. But it snowballs into latecoming, poor preparation by actors, and
the quality of a film suffers because of it,”
says the actor.
THE RIGHT CHOICE
As a student of acting, he has been heavily
influenced by the father of modern acting
Konstantin Sergeievich Stanislavski. He
follows his guiding principles and keeps
the 6 Ws – who, where, what, when, and
why, and want - in mind to improve and
improvise his skills. “I have been obsessed
with the idea of death. Where have we
come from? And where are we going?” he
says that led him to choose Mukti Bhawan.
“Films like these are written with so much
of care and genuine intention to tell a story
than make another film. The organicity of
the script, story, and character and how
they flesh out so much that actors don’t
need to do much,” he says, raving about
the story that was conceived and written
by 23-year-old Bhutiani, and directed by
him a year later. The compassion in etching
out each character worked as a grinding
process for an actor like him and helped him
evolve. “The film looks at death with a lot
of compassion and as an inevitable event
in one’s life but we don’t address, think
or talk about until we are terminally ill.
At this juncture of the modern world that
we live in, materialism is the most beloved
subject. We don’t talk about metaphysical
things. Films like this change views of
oneself about how important physical
wealth and how important wisdom is,” he
adds. The film was shot over a span of 26
days. Apart from Mukti Bhawan, his other
favourite films have been Sunrise, Gangor
and English Vinglish. “Sunrise is one of
my best performances and has got rave
reviews in the international press. I saw it
in Busan and felt happy at my choice and
also because I had done a decent job,” he
says with pride.

LEISURE TRAVEL

THE MAGNIFICENT ACROPOLIS

ATHENS

Athens offers a smorgasbord of rich slices of history,
Greek cuisine and nightlife to indulge in and plenty of
pleasant parks to ramble in
Words : Riaan Jacob George

LEISURE TRAVEL

A

thens is like nowhere
else on earth. It fuses the
ancient with the modern,
melding historic sights and
monuments with a vibrant
culture. There’s something magical about
the Greek capital. The city of Athens
is bathed in an inexplicable sense of
dichotomy — on one hand, there are glitzy
beach villas and condominiums, sharing
a wall with the ruins of a Greek temple
dating back a thousand years. On the
other hand, in downtown Athens, people
sit on their balconies and sip wine while
staring out at the Acropolis.
USUAL SUSPECTS
No visit to Athens would be complete
without visiting the city’s icons — the
Acropolis Hill and the adjoining Acropolis
Museum. From the hill you can enjoy

sweeping 360-degree views of the city.
Walk up the centuries-old steps towards
the gargantuan monumental entrance
of the Acropolis, dating back to the 5th
century BC, and trace the path going past
the impressive Parthenon, the Temple
of Athena, Nike among other important
buildings. At the far end of the Acropolis
hill, where a massive Greek flag flies,
you will find the most 'Instagrammable'
photo opportunity with a view of the city
and the Parthenon in the background.

Take a leisurely walk downhill towards
the legendary Acropolis Museum, a
veritable must-see in Athens. Its ultramodern design is said to have borrowed
design elements and motifs from
the Acropolis buildings nearby. The
museum, considered to be among the
best in the world, houses archaeological
finds from the Acropolis Hill and
certain sections of the museum have
glass floors as it is built on an ancient
archaeological site.

At the far end of the Acropolis hill, where a
massive Greek flag flies, you will find the most
'Instagrammable' photo opportunity with a view of
the city and the Parthenon in the background

A shot of the legendary Parthenon
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DID YOU KNOW
Panathenaic Stadium
located in the
Pangrati district, is
the only stadium in
the world made out of
marble, but it’s worth
visiting for the history
alone. The stadium
hosted the first
Olympic Games of the
modern era.

MUST TRY
EAT
Greek food is an absolute
indulgence. Some must-try
dishes are gyros, traditional
Greek salad, tzatziki and vine
leaves stuffed with rice and
herbs.
DRINK
Don’t forget to enjoy the
favourite Greek tipple, ouzo,
a refreshing albeit heady
aperitif of aniseed. Best
enjoyed with water and ice,
you could even try out some
ouzo-based cocktails in any
local bar.
EXPLORE
A short drive away
from Vouliagmeni is the
fashionably, non-touristy
neighbourhood of Glyfada.
Explore the seaside bars,
cafes and local restaurants
to enjoy a slice of local life.
SUNSET
Drive to the Temple of
Poseidon, about an hour
outside Athens, one of
Greece’s 'lesser known'
treasures, to enjoy the sunset
over the Aegean Sea.

EXPLORE ON FOOT
Downtown Athens is best explored
on foot. Start with the impressive
Syntagma square and then walk
through the picturesque National
Garden, the city’s green lung,
towards the Temple of Olympian
Zeus, a stunning collection of 16
ruined pillars, dating back to the 6th
century BC. The former temple, which
dominates the hilltop Acropolis, is
magnificent. The adjoining park is
certainly worth a visit. After sundown,
it is highly recommended to amble
through the narrow streets of the
bustling neighbourhood of Plaka.
Albeit touristy, Plaka is brimming
with gorgeous terrace cafes and bars,
overlooking the Acropolis. Here, you
will find loads of tiny stores selling
local bric-a-brac, Greek produce and
jewellery. Plaka is also a great place
to try out Athens' local food scene
with tons of restaurants serving up
traditional gyros and even Greek-style
yoghurt, an absolute must-try.

Plaka is a great place to try out
Athens' local food scene with
tons of restaurants serving up
traditional gyros
DISCOVER A NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD
While the touristy heart of Athens may
be picturesque and charming, take a less
beaten path and explore a relatively new
neighbourhood of Vouliagmeni, about 30 mins
outside the city centre of Athens. Vouliagmeni,
referred to as the Athens Riviera, is an upscale
neighbourhood with a quiet, discreet beach.
Evening sundowners are best enjoyed on the
beach at the Mythos by Divani Restaurant,
which serves up noteworthy cocktails.
Alternately, you can grab a bite, after sundown,
at the Anemos Restaurant, specialising in
traditional Greek fare, and boasting stunning
views of the Aegean Sea. The coastline in this
part of the country is particularly breathtaking
and the coastal road makes for a splendid drive.
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LEISURE ADVENTURE

SAILING ALONG THE

CLOUDS
When faint glow of yellow on the horizon
pierce clouds in the skies, you are up in the
air for a memorable experience

F

Words : Kritika Dhawan

lying gently alongside the clouds while exploring the
landscape of a city below in the shape of a dot puzzle
sounds exciting. The ethereal view of the landscape
below from the hot air balloon leaves the flyers with
an experience they can cherish for life. As you gently
drift over the surreal terrain, the first rays of the sun greet you,
the mountains cast a shadow on the earth and the valleys, rivers
and orchards become the perfect companion for a laidback
journey. The awe-inspring view of the beautiful countryside while
floating high above the ground is like a dream come true.
Considered the oldest and the most successful human-carrying
flight technology, hot air ballooning is pursued as an adventure
sport. It offers an experience which is both serene and exciting.
Besides exhibiting a unique perspective of the land below, the
ride also pumps up the adrenaline of the adventure enthusiast in
you. Hot air ballooning in India gives you a chance to explore the
beautiful cities from high above. Though a comparatively new
concept in Asian countries, hot air ballooning is creating a frenzy by
giving the folks a unique experience away from the mundane life.

(Photo Courtesy: SkyWaltz Balloon Safari)
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SOAR OVER THE PINK CITY

Above: An
aerial view
of Jaipur

The capital of Rajasthan is host to the
most magnificent palaces, forts, manmade lakes and temples. The experience
of flying over these wonders is amazing.
The city mesmerises you with its pink
colour and panoramic view of the forts,
lakes and regal palaces. As you see the
city blushing during the dusk hours due
to the rays of the sun, you realise why it
is called the 'Pink City'.
The adventure in Jaipur begins at the area
near the Amber Fort, where the balloon is
inflated and you board a spacious basket.
The area is perfect for the hot air ride as
the majestic hills of Aravalli provide a
picture-perfect setting. However, the
locations might sometime change with
the changing direction of the wind.
As the flight takes-off, the top-view of
Amber Fort gives you a hint of the rich
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THE ESSENTIALS
architectural history of India. Flying past
the mighty fort, you also get a glance
of the several architectural gems of the
bygone eras. Beyond the boundaries
of the city, craggy mountains, sandy
stretches and green plains offer a
splendid sight. Don't miss spotting a
herd of camels or deers as you fly over
the villages nearby.
Note: The hot air ride in Jaipur takes around
45-60 minutes at a height of 2,000 – 4,000
feet above the ground. Though the ride
takes an hour, you should keep 4-5 hours
in hand for the entire adventure including
prep-time for take-off. The sky changes
colour and the wind and temperature
are at their best during early mornings
and late afternoons, so the ride is
available only during these hours. The
flights usually take place at 5:30 am and
4 pm.

Warm and robust
outdoor clothing
is a must for such
adventures. Make
sure you wear a
jacket as it can get
chilly at that height.

Wear
comfortable
shoes and avoid
high heels.

Bring along a camera as you
would not like to miss a chance to
capture the breathtaking scenery.

UP IN THE AIR ABOVE KRISHNA RIVER

Andhra Pradesh is famous for hot air
ballooning because of the large open
area of the Araku Valley. Located at
an altitude of 1300m above sea level,
Araku Valley—a three-hour drive from
Vizag—is a popular hill station and
one of the most scenic spots in the
state. The picturesque valley offers a
kaleidoscope of colours and gazing at
the beautiful waterfalls, lush green
forests and breathtaking landscapes
from above is a spectacular sight.
Just like other hot air balloon rides, the
adventure by the Krishna river starts
around 5 am. Even before you get
ready to soar heights, the spectacle of
swelling of a fabric spread in an open
ground leaves you spellbound. It taken
approximately 10 mins for the balloon
to get to 2,500 ft. The view from above

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Hyderabad from
Delhi.

the Krishna basin looks scenic as the
river forks into many small channels
forming small islands. The amber
colour of the water soaked in sun rays
with coconut palm trees standing tall
and guarding the might Krishna is an
unparalleled sight that will leave you
spellbound. You also get a chance
to sail over the tribal hamlets and
agricultural fields.
With growing popularity of adventure
sports in Andhra Pradesh, nothing can

render your adventurous spirit than
watching the valley, gently flowing
river, stunning waterfalls and coffee
plantation from above in a hot air
balloon.
In November 2017, Andhra Pradesh
hosted its first-ever international
balloon festival, supported by AP
Tourism. Around 16 balloons from 13
countries including Australia, USA,
South Korea, Brazil and India have
participated in the festival.

From above, the Krishna basin looks scenic
as the river forks into many small channels
forming small islands

Image is for representation purpose only
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HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Goa from
Delhi.

03

360 DEGREE VIEW OF GOA

Image is for representation purpose only

Goa, the hub of adventure activities in
India, offers an experience which is quite
relaxing and fun-filled at the same time.
Riding above the seascape state, the flyers
are no short of the view of the golden
shores, hinterland and backwaters. The
experience begins at 6:30 am and once the
propane burners are ignited and the pilot
confirms the ride, people start boarding
the hand-crafted wicker basket. The hot
air ballooning ride offers a bird's eye view
of some magnificent beaches and hills.
The crew follows the balloon all the time
during the ride to ensure a safe landing.

MUST
KNOW

Flights are subject
to favourable
weather
conditions.
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Duration of a tour
is 2 hours including
12-20 minutes for
balloon inflation.

The adventurous ride offers a dramatic
aerial view of the Goan houses and
thousands of palm trees standing
perfectly erect. A ride at the beach
getaway Morjim unveils a view of the lush
green flora during early winter. The warm
breeze from sea makes the ride more
exciting. Another amazing place for a
wonderful ride is the Salaulim Dam where
the water flows like a smooth drive. Cabo
de Rama fort looks no less than stunning
from the top. A bird's eye view of the
Quitol village is a must-see during the
adventurous ride.

The adventurous ride
offers a dramatic
aerial view of the Goan
houses and thousands
of palm trees standing
perfectly erect

LEISURE ART

LIVING ART OF

DANDASAHI

Arts and crafts reflect the richness of a country's diverse culture and
heritage. Discover this rich tradition in a village of Odisha
Words : Sudha Pillai
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I

n the novel Eleanor & Park, by
Rainbow Rowel, a story about
two star-crossed lovers, there’s
a line... “Eleanor was right. She
never looked nice. She looked
like art, and art wasn't supposed to look
nice; it was supposed to make you feel
something.”
Dandasahi is like Eleanor. She makes
you feel. Dandasahi is an artists' village,
67 km from Bhubaneswar in Odisha. It
is an almost forgotten dot on the map,
unlike its famous cousin the Raghurajpur
artists’ village in Puri. With a total
population of 150, Dandasahi has been
home to Pattachitra artists from the
12th century. This quaint village near Puri
is tucked away in coconut groves on the
banks of the Bhargabi River.
In Dandasahi, time meanders, like
everything else. A single, narrow tar

road runs silently through the lush but
solemn village. Breaking the monotony
are small houses, even the ramshackle
ones, painted in the brightest hues of a
rainbow. The women are clad in saris in
striking colours. There’s more vegetation
than goats here and more goats than
people. There is a feeling of being in a time
warp hanging in the air in Dandasahi. But
like a silk pocket square on a tattered
coat, art dazzled in that forgotten village.

Pattachitra
paintings are iconic,
and its origin can
be traced back to
12th century AD

Here, art is everywhere — on the walls
and windows; on the chipped flooring
and ceilings with peeling paint; on the
thresholds that are falling apart and
on the steps leading up to windowless rooms. For aeons, pouring their
knowledge, emotions and spirituality
into art has been the way of life for the
Pattachitra artists residing in Dandasahi.
Pattachitra paintings are iconic, and its
origin can be traced back to the time
when the temple of Lord Jagannath
was built in Puri circa 12th century
AD. Pattachitra paintings are done on
walls, palm-leaves and cloth - both
cotton and silk. The artists traditionally
paint religious, mythological, and folk
themes. Krishnaleela and Lord Jagannath
are recurring motifs.
An interesting thing about the village is
that wedding invitations are not printed
in this village. Instead, they are painted
on the walls of the home celebrating
the union. People of Dandasahi don’t
contrive to be eco-friendly. They just are.
MASTERING THE ART
The elaborate painting of gods and
asuras on the yellow coloured outer wall
of a thatched-roofed house beckons
everyone. It is the home of Ananta
Maharana, renowned Pattachitra artist
and recipient of the Shilpa Guru award.
The less-than-modest dwelling does not
give an inkling of its celebrated resident.
These days, Maharana who is in his
seventies, is mostly confined to the
living quarters behind the workshop
surrounded by his art. Keeping him
company are his memories of yore.

Most of these paintings depict stories of Hindu deities such as Lord Jagannath

The window of his room is richly
decorated with intricate Pattachitra
art. The room is filled to the brim with
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LEISURE ART

FACT FILE

SUBJECT OF PAINTINGS
The subject matter of Pattachitra is
mostly mythological and folklore.
Themes are chiefly based on Lord
Jagannath, Radha-Krishna, temple
activities, the ten incarnations of
Vishnu as depicted in Gita Govinda of
Jayadev, Ramayana & Mahabharata.

DURATION
A single Pattachitra painting
takes at least five to 15 days,
while some even take months to
complete. The timing to carve
one Pattachitra painting depends
upon the level of intricacy and size
of the paintings.
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Above: Wall
painting at a
village house
in Odisha

paintings on cloth, on areca nuts and
coconut shells, on wooden boxes and
bottles. Old trunks are overflowing with
pattachitras too. A lifetime of work.
Maharana's eyes sparkle when he shows
the Ganjifa that he has painted. Ganjifa
is a set of playing cards with traditional
Pattachitra paintings on them. Then
there are Chitra-pothies, a collection of
painted palm leaves stacked on top of
each other and held together between
painted wood covers using string.
Maharana's son and grandson oversee
the business of carrying on the family
legacy. There’s no fear of tradition dying
here. Nothing much has changed in
Dandasahi since the 12th century, except
for the 40 watt bulb hanging overhead,
the paved road outside the door and the
odd motorbike passing through.
WORSHIPPING THE ART
The art of Pattachitra painting is a worship
in this village. The ancient techniques
of Pattachitra are still followed here

— unchanged and unchallenged. The
process begins with creating a base
for the painting by using two pieces of
cotton cloth. “Used cotton saris are
the best,” says Vikram Singh, grandson
of Maharana. The fabric is coated with
glue made out of tamarind seeds and
white chalk and is let to dry for a few
hours. After which, it is coated with soft
white stone powder and tamarind gum,
which give the cloth tensile strength.
The coating is smoothened with round
pebbles making the surface of the cloth
even and semi-absorbent, allowing it to
accept the paint.
The paint is made out of natural materials
— vegetables, earth and mineral sources.
The colours used predominantly in
Pattachitra paintings are black, red,
yellow and green. Black is obtained from
wick-burning lamps, yellow from haritali
stone and red from the hingal stone. The
colour white is produced by crushing
shells and then boiling and filtering the
concoction.

LEISURE ART

An exclusive look at a quintessential Pattachitra wall painting

An artist starts
the painting by
drawing borders
first and completes
it by giving delicate
strokes of black
brush lines, giving
the effect of pen
work

In earlier times, the artists never made
preliminary drawings. They followed their
hand and heart. Today, few Pattachitra
artists begin by making a rough sketch on
the cloth using a brush dipped in light red
or yellow colour.
Every Pattachitra painting starts with
the artist painting the borders first. The
paintings are completed with the artist
painting delicate strokes of black brush
lines, giving the effect of pen work. Then
the painting is held over a charcoal fire,
and lacquer is applied to the surface.
HOW TO
This makes the painting water resistant
GET THERE
and durable, besides giving it a
Vistara flies to
Bhubaneshwar
glossy finish.
from Delhi.

Tradition deems that only men paint
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Pattachitras. Women are relegated to the
role of preparing the canvas.
ART IN THE AIR
Hospitality in the village is not measured
by tall glasses of drinks and heaped
plates of food. Instead, it comes in the
form of strangers being invited into the
homes of artists where they generously
share their art with you.
One can buy the artworks directly from the
artists in the village or one can go into the
nearby town and buy rip-offs for a much
lesser price. But then even the items are
exquisite. That is the nature of Pattachitra.
It's an ancient art with inner content. And
an entire village is holding steadfast to
this art—without much fanfare.

PHOTO FRAMES

PASTORAL

NOMADS
Unimaginably vast and unbearably cold,
the lawless wilderness of Ulaan Taiga
sprawls along the northwestern frontier
of Mongolia. The region, home to many
nomadic tribes, embodies an uncanny
chronicle of nature's relationship with man
Photos : Timothy Allen

LULL BEFORE THE HUNT
Golden Eagle hunters, Sailau & Berik
Jadik, with their horses on a mountain
top waiting to spot a prey. They live and
hunt in the Altai Mountains (Altay) in
Western Mongolia and rely on golden
eagles to find and kill rabbits, foxes, and
other small animals.
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A SOLO QUEST
A young horsemaid in the
traditional attire navigates
through the open field with
her horse in the Olgii, capital
of the Bayan-Olgii Aimag
region of Mongolia.

THE EXPRIENCED
SHEPHERD
The Tsaatan reindeer herders
of Mongolia live in the deep,
remote forests of Mongolia for
thousands of years. The nomads
move from one pasture to the
next every few weeks, between
five and ten times a year.
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MIGHTY MONGOLIAN
A candid shot of a teenage tribal
wrestler preparing to compete
against his rival in the grasslands
of West Taiga province. Tribal
wrestling is an annual event
where wrestlers from different
tribes wrestle for pride and
honour.
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CANDIDLY CHARMING
A nomadic boy, wearing a large fur hat, carries
a lamb on his shoulders. He lives with his family
on the northern edge of the Gobi desert in the
foothills of the Gobi Altai Mountains in Omnogovi
Province, Southern Mongolia.
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BIRDS OF A FEATHER
An ageing eagle hunter halts to pet his
magnificent eagle as it sits comfortably
perched on his arm. The image was
taken at Altantsogts Sum, Bayan-Olgiy
Province in Western Mongolia.

TAKE A BREAK
A herder couple in Gobi
Gurvansaikhan National
Park, Mongolia, relaxes
in their yurt while having
midday tea.
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WINTER SPECIAL

THE YULETIDE

SPIRIT OF INDIA

From singing carols, eating plum cakes to shopping, Christmas is
one of the most awaited and loved winter festivals

C

hristmas is celebrated with
much fanfare and zeal in many
parts of India by people of
different religions and faiths.
The sweet aroma of plum
cakes and cookies emanates from bakeries
of several neighbourhoods. Bright and
decorated Christmas trees light up the
interiors of homes and churches alike.
The festival brings along with it a lot of
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cheer and hope. In the west, this festival
is celebrated like no other. Their streets,
homes and even their hearts are painted
red with Christmas cheer. Soothing
melodies of Christmas carols fill every
nook and cranny of the western world.
Even certain states and cities in India
celebrate the festival with similar joy and
cheer such as Goa, Kolkata, Shillong and
Puducherry.

“Come December, as winter gingerly
sets in, woollens dress us up, and with
the coming of advent, we prepare for
the birth of Jesus Christ into the world.
Christmas decorations glitter around this
time – starting with the crib, Christmas
tree, buntings, mistletoes, finally the star
and carols to rhyme. Clothes stitched,
marzipans made and rich plum cakes
baked – the aroma around says it all! The
ambience is electric, colours mostly red
and white with high spirits all around.
It’s soon going to be Christmas – a time
to rejoice for the coming of Jesus, a time
to mend relationships and a time to give
from what we have been blessed with. As
a family, we meet up a few days before
Christmas for a carol singing session
which goes on till the wee hours of the
following morning. We attend midnight
mass on Christmas eve to celebrate the
birth of Jesus which culminates with
fellowship amongst the parishioners after
mass and related festivities, which last
till the next morning. Do come over for
Christmas this year – let’s sing some
carols, don santa caps, wine, dine and
dance together. Oh yes... and click some
pictures to make the evening memorable!”

Manoj Serrao, Inflight Services

GOA
Among all the Christmas destinations in
India, Goa is arguably the most fascinating
one. It presents the perfect blend of
traditional and modern celebrations.
Keeping true to their Portuguese lineage,
Goans decorate their homes with scenes
depicting Mother Mary, Joseph and baby
Jesus. The entire city is decorated with
poinsettia flowers and lights. One can
experience a slice of the local life by
attending a midnight mass at one of the
stunningly decorated historical churches
or by visiting one of Goa’s heritage
cathedrals. Some famous ones include
Basilica of Bom Jesus, Se Cathedral,
Church of Our Lady of Immaculate
Conception and Church of St. Francis of
Assisi.
Arguably, the most fun event of the
year in Goa is the cake-mixing ceremony
which takes place a few weeks before
Christmas Day wherein people participate
in preparing cakes. There are many places
including cooking schools, hotels and
bakeries which invite people to be a part
of this extraordinary tradition. It is a ritual

religious followed world over and is
believed to be a harbinger of good
tidings and happiness. An interesting
way to celebrate Christmas in Goa is
by setting up a picnic rug at the beach
to watch the fireworks. Goa hosts
all-night-long parties organised on
the beaches like Anjuna, Mapusa and
Candolim. Dance and music festivals
such as Sunburn and Supersonic are
also organised at this time of the year.
During this time of the year, groups
of enthusiastic youngsters could be
spotted merrily stuffing hay in the
effigies of the 'Old Man' in various
parts of Goa. Artistically designed
effigies are a real treat to watch.
These effigies are set on fire after few
days of Christmas. It is to signify the
desolation of worries and ills of the
previous year.
Markets such as Anjuna Flea Market,
Calangute, Tibetan, Arpora Night
Bazaar and Margao are a shopper's
paradise around Christmas time.
You will find the most fascinating
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“As we come to the end of another
year, we appreciate the year gone
by and get ready for the new year.
Traditionally, during this festive
season, we decorate our house,
adorn the Christmas tree, bake
cakes, make special sweets like
rose cookies, kul-kuls, marzipans
and sometimes even make our
own wine. This season is always
special as we gather with family
and loved ones. The nostalgic
atmosphere during this time with
gifts under the Christmas tree, the
smell of fresh baked cakes, Santa
Claus, Christmas carols, with the
presence of family and friends
makes it even more special.
Personally for me, it is the most
wonderful time of the year.”

Ian Chacko, Sales

HOW TO
GET THERE
Vistara flies to
Kolkata from
Port Blair, Pune,
Delhi.

Christmas embellishments along with
jewellery, handicrafts, tuxedos, dancing
shoes and wine.
KOLKATA
The City of Joy has a very enigmatic
relationship with Christmas. The weather is
a notch colder than pleasant which ensures
that the mood of the city is not grim. The
famous Park Street area is decorated with
murals showcasing Christmas fables days
before the actual festival.
Not too far from Park Street is New Market
where you get the best of Christmas
trees, decorative items and Santa Claus
figurines. There are several bakeries
lined strategically on the outskirts of the
market to woo your taste buds. Mirza
Ghalib Street (known previously as Free
School Market) is a shopaholic's dream
and a perfect place to do your Christmas
shopping. You could also visit Bow
Barracks located across a narrow lane
between Hare Street and Bow Bazar Police
Station. Around the time of Christmas,
people set up stalls selling traditional
food like cutlets, vindaloo, rose cookies
and of course cakes.
People are seen queueing up outside
heritage restaurants like Trincas and
Moulin Rouge which offer a lavish
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Christmas platter with roast duck,
turkey and pies. If you wish to attend
the midnight mass, head to the St Paul’s
Cathedral and prepare to be mesmerised
with music by children’s choirs and
carols. Built in 1847, it was modelled
after the famous Canterbury Cathedral in
Kent, England. It was the first Anglican
Cathedral outside of Britain.
SHILLONG
Unlike the rest of India, Christmas
celebrations start as early as November
in Shillong, the capital of Meghalaya.
The hills around the town come alive
with the sound of carols and you get
to hear some of the best choir groups
in the country in this town such as
the Shillong Chamber choir. Founded
by Neil Nongkynrih in 2001, the choir
won the reality TV show 'India's Got
Talent' in 2010 and numerous other
awards from around the world. They
performed for former US President
Barack Obama during his trip to India
and also performed with actor Amitabh
Bachchan when they opened the show
for Cold Play in 2016.
After soulful music comes the
delectable food. Dohneiiong, the famous
Christmas dish made with pork meat
and sesame paste, is generally relished

Elizabeth Ghai, Service Excellence

Images are for representation only

“The celebration at
our home begins
a week before the
Christmas day with
baking of plum cakes
and decorating
the Christmas
tree. Once we are
done attending the
midnight mass on
Christmas eve, my
kids want to rush back home, hoping that
Santa stopped by while they were in church
to leave them presents under the Christmas
tree. Our Christmas Day celebrations include
exchanging of gifts and a lot of overeating.
Christmas celebrations end with the feast of
the Epiphany celebrated on the Jan 6.”

Christmas in this former French colony
emulates the European tradition. French
natives and locals celebrate the festival with
the passion and zeal
with plain rice or rice pancakes. You
can try the delicacy at cafes such as
Trattoria on Police Bazaar Road or
Jadoh on Don Bosco Square. Minced
beef cutlet is another popular dish
available during this time which can
be tried at Omega Cafe and Cafe
Shillong on Laitumkhrah Road.

“Christmas is all about being grateful for
family and spreading the joy of togetherness
- even to the ones without a family. In 2016,
we, at Vistara Cochin, celebrated Christmas
with the real meaning of the festival, i.e.,
the joy of giving at an old age home near the
airport. It was the best Christmas we had till
date and we will cherish it forever. We can't
wait to know what kind of magic awaits us
this Christmas.”

Liz Varghese, Airport Services

If you wish to attend the midnight
mass, Cathedral of Mary Help of
Christians, Bethel Gate Revival
Church, Holy Cross Fathers Brookdene
and St. Edmunds Church are some of
the places to be at. However, if you
just want to revel in the spirit of
Christmas, just walk around the town
and enjoy the festival.
PUDUCHERRY
Christmas in this former French
colony
emulates the European
tradition. French natives and locals
celebrate the festival with the same
passion and zeal like people in the

West. In fact, it is recommended
that if you are in Puducherry around
Christmas week, you should go
on a Church trail. The exquisite
amalgamation of Roman and Gothic
architecture of the churches with
stunning Christmas decoration leave
onlookers spellbound, such as The
Church of Our Lady of Lourdes and
Church of Our Lady of Good Health.
Also, here one gets to hear carol
singers sing in French, honouring the
town's French connection such as at
The Eglise de Notre Dame des Anges
Church in White Town.
The other thing to experience in the
city is its fabulous dinner feasts during
Christmas. There are many restaurants
here that offer the traditional turkey
dinner during the festive season such
as Le Dupleix on Caserne Street. The
beauty of Puducherry touches your core
and celebrating Christmas here is a
great choice.
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Team Vistara receives the award for India’s Best Domestic Airline by Travel+Leisure

NUMERO UNO IN

INDIAN SKIES

From being crowned the ‘Best Airline (Domestic) 2017’ to engaging you with
a new brand campaign with our brand ambassador Deepika Padukone, early
winter has been exciting for our team at Vistara and for our flyers as well. Not
only have we ensured a luxurious flying experience for one and all but have
also offered extraordinary services to our flyers.

I

n the present day, with to-do lists
running to pages and calendars
filling up with work appointments
at lightning speed, work-life
balance can get rather hard to
achieve. Given the stress of professional
life, the most sought-after option for
unwinding is taking some time off for a
quick getaway! In order to account for
this trend, Vistara recently launched a
one-stop-shop for customisable holiday
packages - Vistara Getaways. The service
offers customers flexibility to plan
their travel the way they want – with
their choice for destination, lodging,
sightseeing, et al, at attractive prices.
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With offerings such as Vistara Getaways
and Vistara Corporate Flyer, we
endeavour to make journeys fulfilling
for every customer. Vistara’s unwavering
focus on service excellence and
customer centricity has helped us create
a unique space in the Indian aviation
industry, having flown more than seven
million travellers and winning the love
of many more. As an endorsement of
the affection our customers have for
us, Vistara was recently voted the ‘Best
Airline (Domestic) 2017’ by the readers
of luxury travel magazine, Travel +
Leisure India & South Asia, for the
second year in a row.

Offering our customers unique service
and products with innovation is a
cornerstone in our philosophy, an
attribute we share with our parent
institutions, Singapore Airlines and
Tata. JRD Tata, the pioneer industrialist
and aviator who was the force behind
the Tata Group for long, was known
for his continuous quest for creativity
and excellence. Exemplifying this, we
recently organised a ‘Vistara Hackathon’
aimed at encouraging the young minds
of our country to create innovative
solutions that have the potential to
disrupt the airline industry through
technology and automation, in-line with
Vistara’s vision of transforming the flying
experience for travellers in India. The
solutions submitted at the Hackathon
were reviewed by a panel of technology
and aviation experts led by Chief Jury,
Air Marshal LK Malhotra. The experts
included Abhay Vaish, CTO, Ericsson,
Garima Babber, Head-Strategic Alliances,
Education and Skill Development, Adobe
Systems, Dhruv Singhal, Head Solutions
Architecture, Amazon, India, Leelawadee
Ungphakorm,
Head
of
Solutions
Management,
Thailand-IndonesiaSouth Asia, Amadeus, Samir Karande,
Enterprise Solutions Architect, Amazon

The ‘Vistara Hackathon’ brings together bright minds from across the country to create innovative
solutions that have the potential to disrupt the aviation industry

Internet Services Private Limited,
Supreeth Nagaraju, Head Education,
West, South India and Sri Lanka
region, Adobe Systems, India, Muthiah
Venkateswaran, Partner, Kstart. The
winners from Delhi were Nishant Gore,
Sahil Gautam, and Shubham Verma
from Team Syndicate. In Bengaluru,
Abhijith Appukuttan, Mehak Ghai, Ravi

This year, the campaign gets bigger with Deepika
in a new avatar to mark yet another important
phase in Vistara’s journey

Chanchlani, and Sudhanwa GS from Team
M.A.R.S bagged the first place.
It has been an eventful year for us, and as
2017 draws to an end, Vistara gears up to
engage you with our delightful new brand
campaign. Last year, the ever-graceful queen
of Bollywood Deepika Padukone came into
the fold of the Vistara family, as she charmed
hearts as the face of Vistara – delighted to
be Flying the New Feeling which brings back
the joy of air travel as she remembers it from
her childhood. This year, the campaign gets
bigger with Deepika in a new avatar to mark
yet another important phase in Vistara’s
journey. Deepika exudes a mystical charm
that denotes the edge Vistara offers over the
airlines of today.
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GET EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS
EVEN AFTER YOUR

FLIGHT

Presenting Boarding Pass Exclusives! Now, flash your Vistara boarding pass
within seven days of your travel at our partner brands and enjoy exciting offers

RETAIL SHOPPING

5% off on transactions of `10,000 and
above (Max discount: `1000), offer
applicable only at www.croma.com (not
applicable at any offline store)
Use promo code: VISTCROM

Flat 10% off on drinks,
books, and souvenirs
category at Delhi, Mumbai,
Pune and Bengaluru
Airport stores

Flat 10% off on all
products at Skywater
retail stores (Bengaluru,
Hyderabad and
Panchkula)

Flat 15% off on Victorinox and
all other associate brands
available in Gute Reise Stores
in Delhi NCR, Mumbai,
Bengaluru and Chennai

Flat 10% off on
transactions of `3000
and above. Offer
applicable only at Nykaa
retail stores

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

30% off on wellness spa services
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Flat 15% off on all services

Flat `500 off on any body spa or facial service*

DINING

Fly Vistara and
avail any ONE of the
following offers by
presenting Vistara’s
Boarding Pass:
Flat 20% off on food
and soft beverages at
any of the outlets

Meal for 1 - 1 quarter chicken,
1 regular side, 1 bottomless
soft drink or domestic beer
pint @ `395*
Meal for 4 - 1 full chicken, 4
regular sides, 4 bottomless
soft drinks or domestic beer
pints @ `1495*

Economy package for 1:
Beer & burger combo
for `449* only
Free* appetiser on
purchase of an entree
(appetiser to be similar
or lesser value)

Dining Offer: Flat 10% off on
food & soft beverages
at F&B outlets
(Buzz, Swirl & Deli)

Buy one get one beer
Premium package for 2:
2 margaritas or 2 beers
+ 1 starter + 2 main
course + 1 dessert for
`1,999** only
**All inclusive

Exclusive 20% off
on any Spa & Salon
Services
Enjoy free entry, special
discounts and offers on
F&B at Kitty Su from
Sunday – Thursday

Dining Offer: Flat 10% off on food and
soft beverages at F&B outlets (Seven,
Umami & Octave) at the hotel

Package for 1: 2 pints of
select beers + 1 select
appetizer @ `449+ taxes
Package for 2: 1 pitcher
of select beer+ 2 select
appetizers @ `899+ taxes

HOSPITALITY

One level upgrade*
on presenting the
boarding pass
Free dessert at any
F&B outlet
along with the main
course*

25% off against food and
beverages at The Peg
15% off at JIVA Spa for all
treatments

20% off on best available
rate by using promo code
‘ZUSP20VIST’ for booking
Lemon Tree Premier,
Lemon Tree Hotels and
Red Fox Hotels

Room upgrade*

Exclusive 10% off on stay along
with complementary plantation
safari, birding & nature tour,
also get access to the golf
course

Booking to be done at
www.lemontreehotels.com
Upto 15% off on stay at any
Ginger Hotel
Stay Period: Nov 1, 2017 to
31,March 2018
Offer Code: GINGERSPL

Room upgrade to the next level *

Offer also includes: 20%
off on F&B (Republic of
Noodles*, free WiFi 24x7
and buffet breakfast)

10% off on usage of the spa facilities
10% off on food & soft beverages
at the restaurants*

20% off on body massages, flat
20% off on suites and villas
and 20% off on beverages at
the bar on all days before 7pm

TRAVEL AND EXPERIENCE

RENT A CAR

`600 off on Myles
(self-drive) MVO500

Flat `500 off on Carzonrent (premium
chauffeur driven service) outstation
booking CVO500

Experience the heritage
of old Delhi like never
before at 20% off

For more information, please visit www.airvistara.com and check the deals and offers section

Get 10% off on Imagica
theme park & water
park tickets

Experience world class
sailing with Aquasail.
Discover sailing @ 50%
off. Sailing/Windsurfing
certified courses
@ 25% off.
Goa | Mandwa | Mumbai

*Terms & conditions apply
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VISTARA EXPERIENCE

Our Fleet
Our airline today has one of the youngest fleets in the country with cutting edge technology
to ensure highest standards of operational efficiency and comfort for passengers. With
thirteen A320 CEO aircraft and the addition of three A320 NEO aircraft (with 50% reduced
carbon emissions) in 2017, we are set to scale new heights.

A320
neo

A320
ceo

Vistara Fleet

Neo

Ceo

Total

3

13

Length

37.57 m

37.57 m

Wingspan

34.10 m

34.10 m

Height

12.10 m

12.10 m

Cruising Speed

833 km/h

829 km/h

Takeoff weight

73500 kg

73500 kg

Range

6,500 km

6000 km

Business/Premium Economy/Economy

8+24+126=158

8+24+126=158

Engine

CFM LEAP1A

IAE V2500-A5
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KEY FEATURES
FASTEST EARN

Earn up to 11 CV Points per INR 100 spent

FASTEST REDEMPTIONS

Award flights starting from 2000 CV Points
and Upgrade Awards from 500 CV Points

FASTER ELITE TIER QUALIFICATION

Now reach elite tiers faster basis lower of Tier
Points and flights taken in 12 month period

THE FASTEST
REWARDING FREQUENT
FLYER PROGRAM IS
HERE!
TAILORED FOR THE TRENDSETTERS AND
THE BOARDROOM HIGH FLIERS, THE ALL
NEW CLUB VISTARA IS THE FASTEST
REWARDING FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAM*
With Club Vistara, you earn CV Points based on the value
of tickets purchased, the simplest and fairest way to earn
award points. Here at Club Vistara, when you spend more,
you earn more. Club Vistara not only provides you unique
privileges but also offers you: Fastest Earn, Redemption
and Elite Tier Qualification and enhanced elite tier benefits.
As a Club Vistara member you earn CV Points beyond a
flight ticket through our airline and co-brand partners. Earn
exciting privileges and benefits on every flight as you fly
the new feeling.

HOW TO JOIN

Becoming a Club Vistara (CV) member is simple and quick. Register with CV by:
•

Visiting our website
www.airvistara.com

•

Downloading our Mobile App

•

Fill the inflight enrolment form
available with our crew.
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Once enrolled, CV membership ID will be sent to your
registered email ID and your account will be automatically
activated. As a CV member, you will have access to your
personalised account through our website and our mobile
app, to easily keep track of all your transactions with us.
To receive auto-credit of your CV Points, please remember
to quote your CV ID at the time of booking and check in.

ENJOY PRIORITY STATUS

Check-in, Waitlist Clearance, Baggage
Handling and Airport Standby

INCREASED BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE

5- 15 kgs over and above the limit basis elite
tier status

LOUNGE ACCESS

Unrestricted access to Vistara Lounge when
you fly with Vistara

GUARANTEED RESERVATIONS
24-48 hour prior to departure

COMPLIMENTARY UPGRADE AND
LOUNGE ACCESS VOUCHERS
For use by self, friends or family

AIRLINE AND NON-AIRLINE PARTNERS
Earn and Redeem CV Points with our partners

EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS AND PRIVILEGES
Unconditional benefits and privileges for all
fare types

ENROLL NOW
AND EARN 500
BONUS
CV POINTS

ELITE TIER QUALIFICATION

TIER EVALUATION PROCESS

Tier evaluation is in terms of tier points
or the number of Vistara flights taken, whichever
upgrades or maintains your tier status faster. Refer
the Tier Evaluation criteria below:

Elite Tier Qualification process evaluates your tier status every day by
checking the number of Tier Points earned or number of flights flown in the
past 365 days. As soon as a member achieves the criteria as mentioned in
the table, they will be upgraded to the next elite tier or retain their current
tier status. In case of a tier upgrade or renewal, you elite tier status will
be valid for 12 months. On the day of expiry of your tier, if you are unable
to move up to the next elite tier or maintain your current tier, you will be
moved to the next lower tier for the next 12 months. You continue to enjoy
CV Base privileges as our CV Base tier membership will never expire.

Tier

Tier Points
required for
Upgrade

CV Silver

15000

CV Gold

25000

CV Platinum

35000

Flights required
for Upgrade
20
OR

30
40

CV
Base

PRIVILEGES & BENEFITS

CV
Silver

CV
Gold

CV
Platinum

Earn Points on All Flights

✓

✓

✓

✓

Tier/CV Points

8 CV Points/`100

9 CV Points/`100

10 CV Points/`100

11 CV Points/`100

✓

✓

✓

✓

Up to 48 Hours Prior*

Up to 24 Hours Prior*

Priority Airport Standby
✓

Priority Waitlist clearance
Guaranteed Reservations in
Economy Class
Priority Airport Check-in

Premium Economy
Counter

Business Class Counter

Business Class Counter

Increased Baggage Allowance

+5 Kg

+10 Kg

+15 kg

Priority Boarding

✓

✓

Lounge Access

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Lounge Access Vouchers

1

2

4

Upgrade Voucher

1

3

5

Priority Baggage handling
Exclusive Offers and Promotions

✓

Meet & Greet

✓

No Rescheduling Fee

✓

EARNING CV POINTS

Our higher point earning structure ensures that you are aptly rewarded every time you fly with us.
At Club Vistara, our conscious effort is to ensure every flying experience of yours is a memorable
one. Our higher point earning structure ensures that you are aptly rewarded every time you fly with
us. Earn CV Points based on the fare value of your ticket (base fare excluding taxes and fees). When
you spend more, you will earn more CV Points. Members can also earn CV Points with our partners.
When you fly with Vistara, simply share your CV ID at the time of booking or check-in and receive
the auto – credit of CV Points in you CV account within 24-48 hours. Your CV Points are valid for 36
months from the date of flight. Use CV Points to redeem Award Flights and Upgrade Awards. Please
refer to the table to know the CV Point accrual for Vistara flights.

Tier

CV Points per INR 100 spent

CV Base

8

CV Silver

9

CV Gold

10

CV Platinum

11

UNDERSTANDING TIER POINTS AND CV POINTS
When you fly with Vistara, you earn CV Points that enable you to redeem Award Flights & Upgrade Awards and Tier Points that help determine your elite tier.
Tier Points are non-redeemable and are valid only for 12 months from the date of the flight. You can use your CV Points as currency to redeem rewards with
Vistara & its Partners. CV Points are valid for 36 months from the date of flight.
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PARTNERSHIPS
With our partners, make the most of your CV membership even when you are not
flying with us. We have carefully formed partnerships that offer you more choices to
earn and redeem CV Points
AIRLINE PARTNERS

CO-BRAND PARTNERS

Vistara now allows you to board domestic to fly international.

Earn CV Points with every swipe through Axis
Bank Vistara Credit Cards.

With Vistara, you can enjoy a hassle-free international flying experience. Being the
preferred partner for many major international flights, our relationship with them allows
you to earn and redeem CV Points on their flights.
You can earn and redeem CV Points on the following international flights:

COMPLIMENTARY TIER MATCH
We invite you to enjoy a complimentary 3-month CV Gold membership, if you are a Gold
or above tier member with any other frequent flyer program.
How to apply for Complimentary Tier Match?
• Enrol with Club Vistara
• Share your copy of Gold or above tier membership card/statement with any other
frequent flyer program at contactus@clubvistara.com or visit www.clubvistara.com

REDEMPTION OF CV POINTS
With Award Flight redemptions starting as low as 2,000 CV Points and Upgrade Awards starting at 500 CV Points,
rewards could not be any faster. Club Vistara offers you the fastest journey to redemption of flights & upgrades. You
can instantly redeem Award Flights by logging on to our website www.airvistara.com
VISTARA AWARD FLIGHTS

VISTARA UPGRADE REWARDS

You can redeem CV Points for Vistara Award Flights
by following the below easy steps:

Now redeem CV Points to upgrade your cabin class by calling our
Customer Service Centre at +91 120 6699901/02 or contacting
our Airport Ticketing Office (ATO) for instant upgrades.

•

Log on to www.airvistara.com

•

Enter Club Vistara membership ID

•

Click on ‘Redeem Now’ button

•

Submit details on ‘Redeem Award Flight’

•

Select ‘Flight & Redeem’
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To know the CV Points required for Vistara Award Flights and
Vistara Upgrade Awards, please visit our website at www.
airvistara.com

www.policelifestyle.com

BRAND / DISTRIBUTION ENQUIRIES: ayush@torerocorp.com I distribution@torerocorp.com I +91 9830955705

BRAND / DISTRIBUTION ENQUIRIES: ayush@torerocorp.com I distribution@torerocorp.com I +91 9830955705

VISTARA EXPERIENCE

Interline Partners
Vistara, India’s finest domestic airline, is simply the best way to travel within India and has been chosen as
the preferred air travel partner for 19 best-in-class international airlines for domestic & onward transfers.

Privileges
• Complimentary cabin class
upgrade*
• International baggage allowance*
• Through check-in*
• Seamless same terminal transfers
at Delhi T3 & Mumbai T2
• Accrual & redemption of frequent
flyer points*
• Complimentary gourmet meals
• 3-class cabin including Business
Class and India’s only Premium
Economy
*T&Cs apply
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INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATION

Recognized by CHEA, (USA)

Dilip
Jain
Alternative learning
to shape the future -

SECMOL, Ladakh

Mohammed
Shammas Oliyath
Finding time is all
about priorities

Patruni Chidananda
Natasha
Subhashish
Sastry
Singh
Panigrahi
Dance with Data
When sound meets Save the languages
structure

Dr. Sripriya
Venkiteswaran
Let food be thy
medicine

Apoorva
Harit
Preethi
BV
Soni
Srinivasan
‘Bee’ing sustainable Using technology for
Challenges are
Impact
inevitable; defeat is
optional

We are advancing very fast, progressing day and night by leaps and bounds. But have we tried to ensure it as a sustainable one? Have we thought that maybe it wasn’t setting the right example for the people following? How can the story reach
right audiences for a more compounded impact in the society?

So come and share, Experiences & stories…That set a better example
For The Future….

e
h
t
r
fo

DATE & TIME
13th December 2017
Time: 11:00 AM Onwards
VENUE
Indus Business Academy, IBA Campus
Lakshmipura, Thataguni Post, Kanakapura
Main Road, Bangalore-560062

For tickets, log onto

www.tedxibabangalore.com
Richa S: +91 9343518946 | Anuj: +91 9008415483

TAROT

MONTHLY FORECAST
aries

leo

sagittarius

Mar 21 - Apr 19

July 23 - Aug 22

Nov 22 - Dec 21

On the social front, you will be able to make
all the right moves to win people over. This is
a good month to put your energy in enhancing
your professional skills.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Lemon

You will need to double your efforts on
the academic front to achieve anything
worthwhile. Controlled spending will help
stabilise the financial front.
Lucky Number: 18
Lucky Colour: Purple

Health worries become a thing of the past,
as you take steps to achieve total fitness.
Those starting on a pilgrimage may find the
going smooth and joyful.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colour: Orange

taurus

virgo

capricorn

Apr 20 - May 20

Aug 23 - Sep 22

Dec 22 - Jan 19

Family may plan for a short vacation, so
expect an enjoyable time. Your romantic
aspirations are likely to bear fruit. Your health
will need to be cared for.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: All shades of Green

You may find yourself in your element on the
professional front. Peace will prevail at the
home front. A balanced diet will be your key
to keep good health.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Light Pink

Retailers are likely to find increased footfall.
Some of you will be able to get selected
through a competition on the academic
front.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Maroon

gemini

libra

aquarius

May 21 - June 20

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Jan 20 - Feb 18

You will manage to keep up the pace on
academic front with hardwork and dedication.
Situation on the health front is set to improve
for those nursing an ailment.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Off White

This is the best time to show your class and
talent on the social front. Your reputation as
a resourceful person is likely to spread in the
organisation.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown

There is someone waiting for your signal on
the romantic front, so don’t make it a long
wait! Good earning will help you remain
financially strong.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Blue

cancer

scorpio

pisces

June 21 - July 22

Oct 23 - Nov 21

Feb 19 - Mar 20

Love is in the air, so put your romantic plans
into action and enjoy to the hilt! Those feeling
lethargic and unwell may get back on the path
to perfect health.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Light Red

Your consistency is likely to be acknowledged
by those who matter on the professional front.
A tourist destination where you have never
been to may become a thrilling experience.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colour: Crimson

A raise or an increment is on the cards for
some. If you plan to travel, go adequately
prepared. Silent meditation may help
lighten your mind.
Lucky Number: 17
Lucky Colour: Electric Grey

MANISHA KOUSHIK, TAROT CARD READER
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Celebrity tarot card reader, numerologist, vaastu and fengshui
expert Manisha Koushik gives an insight into what the month ahead has in store for each Sun sign. For details visit: www.askmanisha.com
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